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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes experiments on inelastic scattering of the astrophysically rele-
vant molecules: OH, H2O and HDO by He and H2. These molecules are abundant
in the interstellar environment. Special emphasis has been given to the state-to-state
differential cross section (DCS) measurements, which are considered to be the best
experimental tool to determine the interaction between atoms and molecules. Side-
by-side comparison of experimental DCS with theory makes the study more robust
and informative.
Gautam Sarma
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1.1 Introduction
Collision dynamics of atoms and molecules has been a very fascinating subject since
the beginning of the last century. With the advancement of quantum mechanics, a better
understanding of the complexity in the collision process between microscopic particles
is possible. At the same time, increasingly challenging experiments are emerging to
verify the theoretical interpretation on this subject. Over the past several years there
has been a significant improvement in the quality of collision dynamics calculations.
However, despite this development, today’s advanced level of quantum calculations for
atom-molecule interactions rely on several approximations, whose validity and accuracy
are often unclear. Under such circumstances, without the knowledge from experimental
observation, our overall understanding of collision dynamics remains limited. Only the
combined effort of experiment and theory can further enlighten the role of molecular
forces in collision dynamics. For instance, a more direct proof of the theoretical models
of celestial data has been a demand of astronomy for a while. Within the obscured region
of molecular clouds, new stars are being born. To determine the conditions under which
stars are born, astronomers need to rely on the faint signatures available as molecular
emission from interstellar space. This leads to study of the excitation process for the
emitted radiation that provides a valuable diagnostic measure of the protostellar environ-
ment. As collision dynamics govern most of the activities in the interstellar medium that
can be observed from Earth, it is extremely important to do experiment, that tells us how
to interpret the data we observe from those environments.
The result of collisions at the atomic level strongly depends on the interaction po-
tential impact parameter, and collision energy. Depending on the outcome, scattering
between atoms and molecules can be categorized into elastic, inelastic and reactive scat-
tering. Interaction at large impact parameters generally leads to elastic scattering, while
interaction at smaller impact parameter can lead to changes in the internal degrees of
freedom of the interacting particles. This is called inelastic scattering, where part of the
collision energy of two colliding particles goes to excitation of rotation or vibration en-
ergy in the scattered product. A more violent event that can happen in a scattering process
is the interchange of atoms between two interacting species. That causes an alteration of
the structure and chemical species of the involved particles in a so-called reactive scatter-
ing. This kind of scattering usually happens at smaller collision impact parameters than
inelastic scattering because it requires the colliding molecules to come much closer so
that the breaking and making of new bonds can happen. The measure of the probability
of a collision between atoms or molecules is generally described in terms of cross sec-
tions. Collision cross section decreases in size gradually from elastic, inelastic to reactive
scattering.
The rotational energy transfer is one of the simplest inelastic scattering process in
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collision dynamics, a process described by
A+BC(Ji)→ A+BC(J f )+4E (1.1)
where A is an atom, BC is a diatomic molecule, J is the rotational quantum number
of the molecule, i and f refers to the initial and final states respectively, and 4E is the
change in relative translational energy. This phenomena naturally happens in a super-
sonic expansion of gas. In chemical lasers, rotational and vibrational energy transfer
competes with radiative decay [1]. Similar competition of collisional and radiative exci-
tation also happens in interstellar space. Because of the multifaceted interest in energy
transfer, tremendous progress in this field has been made both in theory and experiment
in the last 20 years. By the application of modern laser spectroscopy and molecular beam
methods, a wealth of experimental data has been obtained to probe our understanding of
the dynamics responsible for rotational energy transfer. A large endeavor in this regard
to understand the rotational energy transfer of hydroxyl radical and water in collisions
with H2 and He is presented in this thesis. A short review of the importance of OH and
H2O and the relevant experimental progress to understand their inter-molecular interac-
tions follows in this chapter. Particular attention is given to depict the importance of
observations on water and hydroxyl radical under astrophysical conditions, and previous
state-resolved collision investigations are summarized.
1.2 The OH radical in interstellar space, Earth’s atmosphere and in
combustion
As a highly reactive open shell molecule, OH is responsible for the production of other
molecular species in the interstellar medium. Like many other interstellar molecules,
OH is detectable at millimeter wavelengths through emission generated by its rotational
de-excitation. In 1963, OH was detected for the first time in the interstellar medium by
Weinreb et al. [2] through its Λ-doublet transition at 18 cm wavelength. Afterwards, a
series of investigations have been done on this topic [3–6]. Observations of many inter-
stellar molecules (e.g. water, ammonia, OH) are facilitated by Microwave Amplification
by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (maser). OH happens to be the first molecule in
space from which maser radiation has been observed. Inverted populations of the OH
rotational states followed by stimulated emission results in maser radiation. Rotational
population inversions can happen due to both radiative and collisional excitation [7] and
combinations of them. Another type of mechanism where the photodissociation of H2O
produces OH, might also produce the lambda-doublet population inversion of OH [8]. In
general, radiation as a result of a rotational transition is an indication of the properties
of a dense region of interstellar space. This kind of environment leads to the protostar
formation. OH megamasers [9] which emits radiation around 100 million times brighter
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than masers allows astronomers to probe the environment of high-mass star-forming re-
gions. The OH (1720 MHz) maser gives unique insight into the physical processes and
conditions occurring during Supernova Remnant and Molecular Cloud Interactions [10].
OH radical is highly reactive and short-lived in our atmosphere. Though its lifetime
is very short (<1sec), OH plays an important role in atmospheric radical chemistry. In
fact, it happens to be the most important oxidizing species in the air. The fate of pollu-
tants in our atmosphere largely depends on their reactivity with OH. In the troposphere,
OH reacts with almost every compound, removing them. Therefore, it is called the de-
tergent of the troposphere. Solar radiation is very critical to the formation of OH in the
atmosphere. In the troposphere, O atoms produced from photolysis of O3 react with
water to form OH. Other major processes responsible for OH production are photolysis
of HONO, H2O2 and CH3OOH. Furthermore, in the aquatic phase, OH is produced in
large amounts by the reduction of H2O2 by transition metals and by photolysis of nitrate
(NO−3 ), nitrite (NO
−
2 ) and dissolved organic compounds. In aqueous solution, it plays an
important role in the transformation of many organic contaminants [11].
OH is a very important intermediate in the combustion process. It acts as an oxidant
in the elementary reaction that plays a dominant role in the combustion process:
OH +COCO2 +H (1.2)
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), a well-known spectroscopic technique, was exten-
sively used in the past to measure the hydroxyl radical (OH) concentration in combus-
tion process [12, 13]. These studies conferred the importance of OH in the diagnostics
of flames. The use of Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) of OH allows us to
measure the temperature of combustion, relative species concentrations and their veloc-
ity in combustion flows [14]. However, it is difficult to interpret the LIF data derived
from flames, because collisions with other molecules in the flame environment induce
non radiative decay of the fluorescent OH excited state.
1.3 Water in the interstellar medium
Water, the essential ingredient to the existence of life, is a molecule of growing interest
in astrophysics. It is prevalent in space and plays a vital role in star formation. Oxygen
formed in star is spread to molecular clouds by the supernova explosion and combines
with highly abundant hydrogen to form large amounts of water. Water ice is the most
abundant solid material found in interstellar space. Ion-molecule reactions play major
roles in the formation of H2O in dense molecular clouds. Cosmic rays ionize hydrogen
molecules, beginning a sequence of reactions [15]:
H+2 +H2→ H+3 +H (1.3)
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H+3 produced in this reaction combines with an oxygen atom which has higher proton
affinity than H2,
H+3 +O→ OH++H2 (1.4)
followed by ion-neutral and dissociative recombination,
OH++H2→ H2O++H2 (1.5)
H2O++H2→ H3O++H (1.6)
H3O++ e−→ H2O+H (1.7)
These series of reactions produce H2O in the interstellar medium along with OH radicals,
which are produced by the rapid dissociative recombination reaction:
H3O++ e−→ OH +H (1.8)
Microwave radiation from interstellar water at 1.35 cm was first detected by Cheung
et al [16]. Over the last few years our knowledge of the abundance of water molecules in
the interstellar medium has advanced considerably. Observations of water in molecular
clouds by the NASA Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS), ESA Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO), and by Odin [17] have confirmed a surprising variation in the
relative abundances of water vapor from dense to diffuse molecular clouds. Water vapor
is found to be less abundant in the dense dark core of molecular clouds because it freezes
onto the surfaces of dust grains in these regions of interstellar space. This ice formation
on the grain surface and the coagulation of icy grains gradually integrate the scattered
matter in the molecular clouds to the formation of star and planetary systems [18]. In
addition, water vapor plays an important role in decreasing the temperature of warm
molecular clouds. The tremendous amount of heat produced during star formation is ef-
fectively transferred into molecules by collisions involving excitation of molecular inter-
nal states. Due to the small spacing of its internal states, water serves as a better coolant
in comparison to H2 and He which are the most highly abundant gases in interstellar
clouds.
Though H2O is such an important interstellar molecule, observation of interstellar
H2O using ground-based observatories is generally hindered by the Earth’s atmosphere.
Our atmosphere is mostly opaque the electromagnetic emission from H2O due to strong
absorption by highly abundant atmospheric H2O. Therefore, the detection of interstellar
H2O molecules are normally limited to observations from space observatories. However,
deuterated water, HDO, possesses several excitation lines which can be observed from
Earth. Important transitions of HDO observed extensively in the past are presented in
Table 1.1. We detect production of the emitted states listed in Table 1.1 for HDO, as
described in this thesis.
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Table 1.1: Detection wavelengths for interstellar HDO
Frequency (wavelength) Transition Reference
10.30 GHz (29.1 mm) 220 → 221 Petuchowski et al. (1988) [19]
20.50 GHz (14.6 mm) 321 → 414 Henkel et al. (1987) [20]
22.30 GHz (13.4 mm) 532 → 533 Henkel et al. (1987) [20]
80.60 GHz (3.7 mm) 110 → 111 Turner et al. (1975) [21]
225.00 GHz (1.3 mm) 312 → 221 Sutton et al. (1985) [22]
241.56 GHz (1.2 mm) 211 → 212 Beckman et al. (1982) [23]
464.92 GHz (644.8 µm) 101 → 000 Schulz et al. (1991) [24, 25]
848.96 GHz (353.1 µm) 212 → 111 Pardo et al. (2001) [26]
893.64 GHz (335.5 µm) 111 → 000 Pardo et al. (2001) [26]
1.4 Motivation
There is a huge importance in improving the accuracy of state to state collision rates used
in deriving interstellar cloud parameters from rotational line spectra of key interstellar
molecules like H2O and OH. H2 and He are the dominant collision partners that lead to
rotational energy transfer in these molecules. The required collision rates of H2O/OH
with H2 and He are generally difficult to measure experimentally and are therefore cal-
culated theoretically. In these calculations, the intermolecular forces are described by the
potential energy surface that depends on the nuclear positions. Our experimental stud-
ies on the scattering of these molecules provide a critical check of the potential energy
surface and hence increase the confidence in cross section calculations. We measure
differential cross section (DCS), which is by far considered to be the best probe of the
accuracy of the potential energy surface [27]. Side by side comparison of these exper-
imental results with the DCSs derived from theory, helps to investigate the accuracy of
the involved potential energy surface.
The main goal of this thesis is to measure the state-to-state differential cross sec-
tions (see Section 2.3.1 for definition) of OH and H2O/HDO in collision with H2 and
the noble gases. In an astronomical context, our main interest lies in the rotational exci-
tation of OH and H2O/HDO in collision with He and H2. Inelastic scattering OH with
H2 and noble gases has been studied thoroughly in the past using the laser-induced flu-
orescence (LIF) technique. The ease of LIF detection method allowed ready detection
of scalar, state-selective scattering product yields, which provide substantial dynamical
insight [28, 29]. However, the complementary dynamical information contained in the
correlation between initial and final velocity vectors (i.e. DCS) has not been determined
for processes involving OH. In principle, the laser-induced fluorescence technique can be
used for differential cross section measurements, where the scattered product velocities
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can be measured through the Doppler effect. Doppler measurement of product angular
distribution for inelastic and reactive scattering was introduced in 1981 by Kinsey [30].
Though this technique has already been used several times for the characterization of
inelastic scattering or photodissociation products, it has limitations in the field of scatter-
ing studies due to the very small Doppler shift involved in the rotational energy transfer.
Doppler measurement of DCS is possible only when the laser beam lies along the relative
velocity axis of two crossed molecular beams. This constraint is removed with the ve-
locity map imaging (VMI) technique that is used in all the DCS measurements described
in this thesis. It has been demonstrated over approximately the last decade that VMI (de-
scribed briefly in the second chapter of this thesis) [31] provides a far superior technique
for the measurement of velocity distributions in gas-phase dynamical processes. In gen-
eral, the REMPI ionization scheme used for the VMI detection method is more sensitive
than LIF because ions can be collected more efficiently than photons. For OH, a typical
energy transfer corresponds to 100 cm−1, or a velocity change of 375 m/s. At 305 nm
(the LIF probe) this corresponds to a Doppler shift of only 0.04 cm−1, which is too small
to characterize a DCS using a typical pulsed laser. LIF, however, is quite efficient for OH
detection while REMPI can be quite insensitive due to predissociation of the intermediate
electronic state. Using a powerful laser we succeeded in observing the REMPI signal.
With the help of VMI, it was thus possible to measure for the first time the scattering
angle and speed information of the OH product in inelastic scattering. In the second part
of the thesis, we worked on the inelastic scattering of H2O/HDO with H2 and He to finish
our recent study on testing their interaction potential energy surface [32, 33].
1.5 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows: the second chapter gives a general description of
the cross beam inelastic scattering experiments, and the necessary details required to un-
derstand the studies reported in the subsequent chapters. It includes a brief theoretical
background of the work with special emphasis on the structure of OH along with its
spectroscopic details. Some of the important parameters that helped to improve the ex-
perimental conditions are also discussed here. An overview of the data analysis involved
is presented. A section in this chapter is devoted to explain why the reactive scattering
experiments which were a planned part of this thesis unfortunately failed.
Chapter three describes the inelastic scattering experiment on rotationally state se-
lected OH with Ar and He. For these scattering systems, the product angular distribution
of scattered OH at various final rotational states is presented. To verify the potential en-
ergy surfaces, the experimental results are compared with the inelastic scattering angular
distributions (DCSs) obtained from detailed quantum scattering calculations based on
ab initio potentials. A similar experiment on OH scattered by normal- and para- H2 is
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reported in Chapter 4.
Inelastic scattering differential cross section measurements on another astrophysi-
cally relevant molecule, HDO scattered by H2 is presented in Chapter 5. A very detailed
scattering study of H2O scattered by H2 and He has been recently performed in our
group [32, 33]. Though H2O and HDO molecules differ only by a neutron mass, their
rotational structure is quite different due to loss of ortho-para nature in HDO. The ortho-
para rotational transitions that are forbidden in the electronic and vibrational ground
states of H2O are allowed in HDO. Theoretically, this isotopic effect is generally intro-
duced through the reduced mass effect on the nuclear motion using the same potential
energy surface for all isotopologues. The comparison between experiment and theory,
once again verifies the accuracy of the recently tested potential of H2O-H2 [33], but now
by using a completely different set of rotational transitions that are (unlike in H2O), not
forbidden by nuclear spin restrictions.
In Chapter 6, we investigate the collision-energy dependence of differential cross sec-
tions for inelastic scattering of H2O by He. State-of-the-art inelastic scattering studies of
H2O with He has been performed recently [34] with single initial and variable final rota-
tional state selective detection of H2O. The state-specific information derived from this
experiment in the form of differential cross section reveals the detail of the potential en-
ergy surface governing the collisional interaction. In this study, the significant change to
backward scattering in the product angular distribution in going from lower to higher ro-
tational states indeed confirmed the importance of hard collisions through the anisotropic
repulsive part of the potential energy surface. Here, we present a further extension of the
study with increased and variable collision energy that allows us to probe a broad range
of the potential energy surface.
In the appendix section 1 and 2, we present our most recent measurements on the
inelastic scattering of state selected OH with Xe and the scattering of HDO with He.
Chapter 2
General description
This chapter gives the general description of our crossed beam inelastic scattering
experiments and a brief theoretical background of the topic which is necessary to un-
derstand the studies reported in the later chapters. It includes a thorough discussion
on the technique for the production and rotational state selection of OH along with its
spectroscopic details. Some of the important parameters that helped to improve the
experimental conditions are also discussed here. An overview of data analysis is pre-
sented. The last section is devoted to explain why the reactive scattering experiment
which could also be a part of this thesis unfortunately failed.
Gautam Sarma
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2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI)
The experimental goal of this work is to measure the angle-velocity distribution of nascent
inelastically scattered molecules. Velocity map imaging supplies this information by
measuring state-selectively ionized molecules. Ions can be easily manipulated by elec-
tric fields, and detected with single ion sensitivity using imaging detectors.
Since the ionization of most molecules requires energy in excess of that which can
be supplied by a single UV laser photon, the laser ionization must involve a multipho-
ton process. Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) is a powerful and
sophisticated spectroscopic technique which involves ionization of atoms or molecules
by successive absorption of two or more laser photons. This technique makes use of
the tunability of typical lasers to ionize molecules with rotational and vibrational state
selectivity. The prerequisite for ionization is that the sum of the absorbed photon energy
must exceed the ionization energy of the target molecule. The wavelength of the exci-
tation laser is varied in such a way that a photon can ionize the molecule only when it
is resonant with single or multiple photon absorption tuned, exciting the molecule to an
intermediate electronic state. Due to this resonance condition, the intensity of multipho-
ton absorption is enhanced by several orders of magnitude over non-resonant ionization.
The wavelength selective excitation assures the state selectivity of the molecule, and the
ionization photon can be used from the same or a different laser field. The very nature
of ionization with spectral selectivity also offers great advantages for selective ionization
out of complex mixtures.
While REMPI is a powerful spectroscopic technique, unfortunately, the cross section
for multiphoton process it involves is quite low in comparison to single photon processes.
In fact, multiphoton excitation became possible only after the invention of the laser. Gen-
erally, small molecules widely studied with this process have an ionization potential of
around 10 to 15 eV, which corresponds to a 2-3 UV photon absorption. Typical UV
power from presently available YAG-pumped dye lasers, 0.5 to 8 mJ, is sufficient to ion-
ize the molecules provided the laser beam is focused. Even so, resonance-enhanced laser
mass spectrometry is possible only when the lifetime of the intermediate state is in the
ps or longer range and there are not many molecules where these conditions are fulfilled.
Fast non-radiative and photophysical processes within the excited molecular state often
decrease the lifetime of the intermediate state. There have been previous studies to find
suitable REMPI schemes for OH [35, 36], H2O and HDO [37], which makes the scat-
tering study of this thesis possible. REMPI and scattering of water has been described
extensively by Yang [32, 33, 37].
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2.1.2 Rotational energy levels of OH (X2Π, v=0)
R
J
L S
Σ
Ω
Λ
Figure 2.1: Hund’s case (a), angular momentum coupling scheme applicable to the lower
rotational states of OH.
The electronic ground state of OH, X2Π arises from the electronic configuration (1sσ )2
(2sσ )2(2pσ )2(2ppi)3. Rotational energy levels of OH (X2Π) that possess spin and orbital
angular momentum are quite complicated. While the molecule is rotating in space, the
electrons are rotating within the molecule. Therefore, the total angular momentum of
the electron depends on how the orbital angular momentum of electron couples with the
molecular rotation. Lower rotational states of OH (X2Π) can be described under Hund’s
coupling case (a). In general, the total angular momentum of a diatomic molecule is
given by Ĵ = L̂+ Ŝ+ R̂ where L̂, Ŝ and R̂ are orbital, spin and nuclear rotation angular
momenta respectively. In the Hund’s case (a) coupling scheme, as shown in Figure 2.1,
the electron spin and orbital angular momenta are individually coupled to the molecular
axis. The projection of electron orbital angular momentum L on the internuclear axis is
Λ=±1 and the projection of electron spin angular momentum S on the internuclear axis
is Σ=± 12 .
The rotational energy levels of OH (X2Π, v=0) (Figure 3.1) are labeled with J. Based
on the contribution from spin orbit coupling, there are two ladders of rotational states
corresponding to Ω = 1/2 and Ω = 3/2, where Ω= |Λ+Σ|. The separation in energy due
to spin orbit interaction is larger than the rotational spacing of OH. For each ladder of
energy levels, the rotational number J starts with the value of Ω and increases by unit
per step. Each of the rotational states is further split by a small energy (of the order of
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0.1-1 cm−1) into two levels designated by f and e. This splitting is known as lambda
doublet splitting, which happens due to the coupling between nuclear and electronic
orbital motion.
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Figure 2.2: Rotational energy levels for the electronic and vibrational ground state of OH .
The energy states are labeled by total angular momentum J, parity p and Λ doublet symmetry
e (ε = -1) or f (ε = 1). J has the values: N + 1/2 for F1, Ω = 3/2, and N - 1/2 for F2, Ω =
1/2, where N is given by R + |Λ|. The energy difference between the Λ-doublet components
is exaggerated for clarity.
2.1.3 Spectroscopy of OH
Spectroscopy of the (D2Σ−←X2Π ) electronic transition of OH has been investigated
thoroughly in the past [38, 39]. We make use of (2+1) resonance enhanced multiphoton
ionization (REMPI) of OH to selectively ionize it from various rotational states of its
ground electronic and (v=0) vibrational state. Two photon absorption around 243 nm
resonantly excites the OH molecule to the v′=0 level of the D2Σ− electronic state and
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the subsequent third photon absorption ionizes the molecule (Figure 2.3). The lifetime
of the molecule in the D2Σ− Rydberg state, which can decrease due to several decay
processes is addressed by Van der Loo and Groenenboom [40]. It shows that the lifetime
of rotationally cold molecules in this state is limited mainly by predissociation caused
by spin-orbit coupling. Their estimated average lifetime of D2Σ− state is 102.4 ps. In
another study, McRaven et al [41] experimentally estimated an upper limit of 8 ns for the
lifetime of this state.
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Figure 2.3: Ab initio potentials energy curves [40] (roughly drawn) illustrating (2+1)REMPI
transitions of OH from X2Π, v=0 to the v′=0 level of D2Σ− Rydberg state.
OH spectra simulation by PGOPHER
To study OH rotational energy transfer, in a scattering process, we need to know the
REMPI transitions very precisely. We use the PGOPHER program [42] to fit the rota-
tional structure of OH. This program can simulate the rotational structure of rovibronic
transitions of linear molecules and symmetric and asymmetric tops, including effects due
to unpaired electrons and nuclear spin. The simulation procedure for OH (2+1)REMPI
spectra is briefly explained here. Detailed information about the fitting procedure is
available at the PGOPHER website and in the help file of the program.
Before we go to the spectra fitting procedure, let us briefly describe the Hamilto-
nian for linear molecule used by PGOPHER. The linear molecule Hamiltonian used by
PGOPHER is designed to be quite standard as described in detail in the PGOPHER
website [42]. The basic form of the linear molecule Hamiltonian ignoring centrifugal
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distortion is given by the sum of the terms in Table 2.1. The angular momenta have
their usual meaning as defined in Section 2.1.2. N̂ is the quantum number associated
with the total angular momentum excluding electronic and nuclear spin, i.e. N̂= L̂+ R̂,
Nˆ± = Nˆx± iNˆy etc, defined in a molecule-fixed axis system. The parameters, A, γ , λ are
spin-orbit interaction, spin-rotation coupling and spin-spin coupling constants respec-
tively. Without centrifugal distortion, there are three determinable lambda-doubling pa-
rameters o, p and q in the effective Hamiltonian for a molecule in a 2S+1Π state [43, 44].
φ is the azimuthal angle of the unpaired electron. The term in θ is only applicable for
states with S > 3/2 [45].
Table 2.1: Linear Molecule Hamiltonian terms.
For all states BNˆ2 Rotation
S > 0 γNˆ.Sˆ Spin-Rotation
Λ > 0, S > 0 ALˆzSˆz Spin-Orbit
S > 1/2 32λ (3Sˆz
2− Sˆ2) Spin-Spin
S > 3/2 112θ(35Sˆz
4−30Sˆ2Sˆz2 +25Sˆz2−6Sˆ2 +3Sˆ4) Spin-Spin
Π states 12 q(Nˆ
2
+e
−2iφ − Nˆ2−e−2iφ ) Λ doubling
Π states, S > 0 − 12 p(Nˆ+Sˆ+e−2iφ − Nˆ−Sˆ−e−2iφ ) Λ doubling
Π states, S > 1/2 12 o(Sˆ
2
+e
+2iφ − Sˆ2−e+2iφ ) Λ doubling
To fit the spectrum, all the spectroscopic parameters have to be input in the rele-
vant places in the program. For example, a simple linear molecule file can be generated
from File, New, Linear Molecule. This initializes the program to simulate a spectrum for
a transition in a molecule between two vibronic states with a band origin of 1000 cm−1
and B′ = B′′= 1 cm−1. These constants can be adjusted later by selecting View, Constants.
Most constants and settings can be left unchanged at their default values. Some of the
key parameters needed to be changed in both ground and excited electronic states are the
electronic angular momentum (Lambda: Σ+, Σ−, Π, ∆, ...), overall electronic spin (S),
rotational constant, the symmetry of the molecule and the spin orbit coupling constant,
A (for non Σ states). Other parameters needed to be adjusted are the vibronic band ori-
gin of excited electronic state, symmetry of molecule, statistical weights (in the ‘linear
molecule’ section) and transition moments for multi-photon resonance. As a demonstra-
tion, the PGOPHER simulation of the OH REMPI spectrum with spectroscopic constants
from the literature [38] is shown in Figure 2.4. By comparing the simulated spectrum
with the experimental one, we can determine the rotational temperature of the molecu-
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Figure 2.4: PGOPHER simulation of the rotational band structure (see Figure 3.1) recorded
by (2+1) REMPI for the OH D2Σ− (v=0) − X2Π (v=0) transition. The initial state is
assigned in the form J e/f F1/F2. The two lines which originate from the same initial
OH (X2Π3/2, v = 0, J = 1.5, f) state are due to transitions from different rotational branches
of the REMPI scheme. The spectroscopic constants for the D2Σ− state that can fit the spec-
trum are slightly different from those found in Ref. [38]: B′ = 15.2 cm−1 and the vibronic
band origin, Tυ = 81778.5 cm−1.
higher rotational states, which is the prerequisite information for state-to-state inelastic
scattering studies where we want to ionize molecules from high rotational states.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Crossed beam setup
A typical crossed beam imaging setup consists of molecular beams and an imaging sys-
tem inside a vacuum chamber, and lasers to probe the molecules. Two molecular beams
cross each other at a fixed angle of 90 degrees in the scattering region. Just for the sake
of distinction, let us call the molecular beam that carries molecules to be detected as
scattering products as the primary beam. The other molecular beam will be referred to as
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Figure 2.5: Schematic drawing showing top view of the fixed-angle crossed beam setup.
the secondary beam. A schematic diagram showing the top view of our cross beam setup
is given in Figure 2.5. The primary beam (H2O, HDO) is mounted inside the collision
chamber itself. The OH beam (another primary beam) along with a hexapole assembly is
positioned opposite to H2O or HDO beam. Though the OH beam source is in a different
compartment of the large vacuum chamber, and pumped by a separate turbo, it is ex-
posed to the collision chamber by large open connections. These two compartments are
equipped with two equal capacity turbo pumps (Pfeiffer, 1380 l/s) along with a common
scroll pump (Oil free dry mechanical pump) for fore-vacuum generation. The ultimate
vacuum attained in the collision chamber without gas input from the molecular beam is
1x10−7 mbar, and this pressure increases up to 6x10−6 mbar when any one of the molec-
ular beams (OH or HDO/H2O) is on. The source chamber that houses the secondary
beam (Ar, He, H2) is differentially pumped. In this chamber, the ultimate vacuum at-
tained is 5x10−8 mbar and during experiments, this pressure is kept below 1x10−5 mbar.
This source chamber vacuum is also created by the same capacity turbo pump (Pfeiffer,
1380 l/s) as used in collision chamber, but, in addition, the fore-vacuum is generated by
a small turbo pump (VARIAN, 250 l/s) connected to a membrane pump. This interme-
diate small turbo boosts the pumping efficiency of the large turbo for pumping a lighter
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gas like H2 that is otherwise difficult to pump.
For the primary beam (OH or HDO or H2O), a Jordan valve is used and a General
or Jordan valve is used for the secondary beam (Ar, He, H2). Molecular beams are
collimated by skimmer of diameter 3 mm placed 3 cm away from the valve nozzle.
2.2.2 Velocity map imaging
Velocity map imaging (VMI) [31] is an experimental technique for making measure-
ments of the velocity of product molecules or particles usually following a rotational
energy transfer due to collision, chemical reaction or the photodissociation of a parent
molecule. In this method, the ions produced by resonance enhanced multiphoton ioniza-
tion of neutral molecules are projected by an electric field to a two-dimensional position
sensitive detector, usually micro channel plates. The heart of the technique lies in the ge-
ometry of the electrostatic lenses that produce the electric field in such a way that any two
particles of the same mass with the same velocity strike the detector at the same point,
regardless of where they were formed. In our experiment, collision results in rotationally
excited molecules (OH, HDO, H2O) that are ionized, and the evolving Newton spheres of
these scattered molecules are projected to the detector. As the velocity of scattered mo-
lecules in the plane of collision mapped on to the detector, we directly obtain the speed
and angular information of the scattering process (or the differential cross section).
Our VMI setup (Figure 2.6) contains ion optics, a time of flight (TOF) tube and a
two-dimensional detector that consists of Micro Channel plates and phosphor screen.
The ion optics consists of Repeller, Extractor and Ground electrode plates. These flat
circular electrodes along with the two-dimensional detector lie parallel to the collision
plane of our scattering studies, while the TOF axis lies perpendicular to the collision
plane. The diameter of the ion optics plates is 80 mm. The diameter of the opening in
the extractor and ground plates is 20 mm. The separations between repeller-extractor and
extractor-ground plates are 10 and 15 mm, respectively. The velocity mapping condition
is obtained at a precise repeller-extractor voltage ratio, using 1000 and 776 V on the
repeller and extractor plates respectively. The signature of ions from Newton spheres of
OH or HDO or H2O crushed on the 2D detector is read by a CCD camera. All the ions
with the same mass-to-charge ratio will fly along the time of flight tube (350 mm) to
arrive at the detector at the same time. At that moment, a positive pulse voltage of 850 V
turns on the back plate of Microchannel Plate (MCP) for a duration of ∼90 ns to select
molecules of a given mass. The front plate of MCP and phosphor screen are supplied
with continuous potential of -850 V and +3500 V respectively.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic drawing of the VIM detection including ion optics (Repeller, Extrac-
tor and Ground electrodes), Time Of Flight tube, MCPs+phosphor assembly and camera.
2.2.3 Production and rotational state selection of OH in molecular beam
OH is produced by an electrical discharge in the expanding mixture of Ar and H2O
at the exit of a Jordan valve nozzle. A pulsed voltage of 1 kV is applied to a pair of
stainless steel plates (Figure 2.7) attached to the valve nozzle. This potential difference
Figure 2.7: Discharge electrodes.
is applied for a duration of 60 µs, which is shorter than the 100 µs opening duration
of Jordan valve. Both the pulsed discharge, and molecular valve are working at 10 Hz
repetition rate. A filament is placed adjacent to the discharge assembly and a current of
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around 1 Amp is passed through it. This glowing filament emits electrons that help to
initiate and stabilize the discharge. The discharge produced OH beam is passed through
a skimmer with an opening of 3 mm diameter placed 2.5 mm away from the discharge
assembly. The skimmer is supplied with a voltage of -300 V to deflect the ions formed in
the discharge. After passing through the skimmer, OH molecules enter a double hexapole
state selector (Figure 2.8) of 6 mm inner diameter. The two selectors are 12 cm long and
consist of 6 cylindrical rods of 2.5 mm diameter. For better state selection, a beam stop
of 2 mm diameter is placed on the molecular beam axis in front of the hexapole to block
the molecules that fly along the central axis and do not experience any field from the state
selector. It is possible to place a diaphragm in between the two hexapoles for M j state
selection (necessary to orient OH).
Figure 2.8: Hexapole state selector for OH radical.
OH has a large electric dipole moment of 1.66 D. Therefore, OH molecules in a
molecular beam can be influenced by the application of an external electric field. We use
a hexapole field that consists of six stainless steel rods of 2.5 mm in diameter assembled
in a circle of 6 mm inner diameter. The trajectories of polar molecules traversing such an
electrostatic hexapole can be calculated from the knowledge of the radial force exerted
on the molecule by the inhomogeneous electric field of the hexapole. The radial force on
the molecule at some position r in the field is given by
~Fr =−∂W∂ r rˆ =−
∂W
∂E
∂E
∂ r
rˆ = µe f f
∂E
∂ r
rˆ (2.1)
Where W is the energy of the molecule, which depends on the electric field strength E,
and µe f f is the effective dipole moment of the molecule in the field. The radial field
gradient for an idealized six pole field is given by [46]
∂E
∂ r
=
6Vo
r3o
r (2.2)
where Vo is the hexapole voltage, ro is the radial distance from the central axis to the
inner face of hexapole, and r (≤ ro) is the radial coordinate.
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In order to make a correlation between the radial force field and the trajectories of mo-
lecules inside the hexapole, let us consider the case of a symmetric top molecule (easier
case) which undergoes a first-order Stark shift in the hexapole field . For symmetric-top
molecules in a hexapole field, µe f f = µ < cosθ > is a constant, where θ is the angle
between electric dipole moment µ and E. Since, ∂E∂ r in Equation 2.1 is proportional to r,
the radial force is linear in r (Eq. 2.2) and therefore, the trajectories of molecules inside
the hexapole are governed by an equation for harmonic motion. In an electric field, E,
for polar symmetric-top molecules in a given |JKM > state
< cosθ >=
KM
J(J +1)
(2.3)
where J, K, M are the usual rotational quantum numbers of symmetric top molecules.
Hexapole fields acts as a lens, focusing molecules (initially diverging from the hexapole
axis) with negative values of KM in the molecular beam, to the terminus of the field.
On the other hand, molecules with positive KM will be repelled out of the hexapole.
Rotational state selected molecules are focused downstream the hexapole at very well
defined point usually defined by molecular beam skimmer, provided the molecules have
the same speed. The polar diatomic molecule, OH, which exhibits lambda doublet split-
ting, is quite complicated to treat in a hexapole field, as has been addressed very well in
the past [47]. The hexapole field focuses OH molecules in the low field seeking compo-
nent, while it diverges the molecules in the high field seeking lower component of the
lambda doublet with parity = -1 (Figure 3.1). Therefore, in this method, it is possible to
prepare the OH beam with lambda doublet resolution.
2.2.4 Secondary beam: Ortho-para conversion and rotational cooling of H2
For homonuclear diatomic molecules like H2, the atomic nuclei spin can point in the
same direction or in opposite directions. If the nuclear spins of H2 are parallel, it is
called ortho-H2, antiparallel is known as para-H2. For ortho-H2, total nuclear spin is 1
while for para-H2, total nuclear spin is 0. Ortho-hydrogen can have 3 nuclear spin states
associated with different spin projections. Therefore, at room temperature, the ortho-to-
para ratio of H2 is 3:1. Generally, at low temperatures, ortho-to-para conversion takes
place automatically but the rate is extremely slow if no catalyst like iron oxide is used.
The theory of ortho-para conversion is well known [48].
Here we describe an experimental method that produces para-H2 for laboratory use
with high efficiency at low cost. Iron oxide catalyst is used at a temperature near liquid
He for the conversion of normal- to para-H2. The compact design of the experimental
setup significantly reduces the consumption of liquid He compared to existing methods
that use same coolant for the conversion. The ortho-para conversion setup (Figure 2.9)
consists of a hollow stainless steel cylinder of diameter 20 mm joined with a copper
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Figure 2.9: Experimental setup for normal to para-H2 conversion.
cylinder at one end. A small stainless steel tube that goes through the hollow cylinder
carries H2 gas and opens at the copper cylinder which is the main reservoir of H2 during
ortho-to-para conversion. Iron oxide is placed inside the copper cylinder as a catalyst. A
temperature sensor is mounted at the joint of two cylinders through a small opening in the
hollow stainless steel housing. Connections for the temperature sensor come out along
with the small stainless steel tube at the top of the hollow cylinder. The whole assembly
goes inside a liquid He Dewar. The copper cylinder is kept just above the liquid He level
in the Dewar so that its temperature is around the liquefaction temperature of H2 (20 K).
Immersing the copper cylinder deep inside liquid He solidifies H2 and hinders the ortho-
para conversion process. The percentage of para-H2 in the sample is measured with
high accuracy using Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionization (REMPI) of H2 [49].
Such a REMPI spectrum is shown in Figure 2.10. The result of nuclear spin modification
which gives rise to ortho-para variation of the molecule has influence on the occupation
of the rotational energy levels of the molecule. Energy levels of H2 with even rotational
quantum numbers (J= 0, 2, 4...) can be occupied only by para molecules while the
energy levels with odd rotational quantum numbers (J= 1, 3, 5...) on the other hand can
be occupied only by ortho molecules. Therefore, by measuring the ratio of the intensities
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Figure 2.10: (2+1) REMPI (E1Σg+←X1Σg+) spectrum of normal H2 (v=0).
from REMPI spectrum corresponding to even and odd J, the percentage of para-H2 in
the gas sample can be measured. Such an observation on the purity of para-H2 prepared
on different days is listed in Table 2.2. It lists minimum pressure of H2 at the minimum
temperature attained and the period during which these conditions are maintained. Some
fluctuations in temperature and consequently, in pressure is seen due to evaporation that
changes the level of liquid He in the cylinder.
Due to the large separation of H2 rotational states (rotational constant ∼60 cm−1),
supersonic expansion in the molecular beam does not cool H2 sufficiently to low rota-
tional states, especially for pure para-H2 where a significant amount of population of H2
can be in J=2 after adiabatic expansion. In order to cool H2 (J=2) to H2 (J=0), we used a
modified liquid nitrogen cooled pulsed valve (General valve) with externally adjustable
poppet (Figure 2.11). N2 gas, which is allowed to pass through a copper tube inserted in
a liquid N2 bath, cools down the General valve to a temperature ∼200 K. A temperature
sensor located near the valve monitors the temperature of the valve. Once the valve is
cold, the flow of N2 is optimized to keep its temperature constant. As the temperature
of the valve nozzle changes, its poppet needs some adjustment to function properly. To
adjust for its optimal performance, a screw connected to the poppet is rotated externally
using a poppet adjustment handle to keep the source chamber pressure constant around
5×10−5 mbar.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram illustrating liquid N2 cooling of H2.
2.3 Data analysis
2.3.1 Differential and Integral cross section
To describe the probability of particles being scattered in a particular angle, details of the
scattering interaction have to be known. Conversely, by knowing the angular distribution
of scattered particles, we can learn about the interaction potential between atoms and
molecules. Differential cross section (DCS) contains the complete information about the
scattering process. By definition, the differential cross section,
σ(θ ,υr) =
I(θ ,υ ′r)
Io(υr)
, (2.4)
where I(θ ,υ ′r) is the number of scattered particles per second per unit relative velocity
range per unit solid angle. Io(vr) is the incident particles per second per unit relative
velocity range per unit area normal to the direction of motion. θ is the polar angle
measured in the center-of-mass coordinates, and vr and v′r are the relative velocities of
the particles before and after the collision.
For the ease of explanation, we describe scattering in the center of mass frame of the
particles. In this frame of reference, we measure the angular distribution of the scattered
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Table 2.2: Ortho-para conversion conditions of H2 on different days
Minimum
pressure at-
tained (mbar)
Duration at
minimum tem-
perature (min)
Minimum
tempera-
ture (K)
% of para-H2
128 4 17.6 85±5
59-260 30 14.8-19.6 95.5±1
55-229 30 15.6-19.4 95.7±3
80-182 25 17-18.8 91.5±5
product which is essentially the differential cross section.
Integral cross section (ICS) or the total cross section is the cross section obtained
after integrating the DCS at all angles. DCS already contains the ICS information and in
addition, the angular information from scattering.
2.3.2 Scattering in the center of mass and laboratory system
Collisions can be described either in the laboratory or center of mass frame of reference.
In the laboratory frame, the results are described in terms of scattering angle and the
molecular beam velocities as measured in the laboratory frame of reference. On the
other hand, in the center of mass (CM) frame of reference, the observer is traveling
along with the center of mass of the system. The total angular momentum of this frame
is zero, and the molecules undergo a head-on collision at the position of their center of
mass. Although, the description in the laboratory frame of reference seems to be the most
convenient for experimentalists, it is more appropriate to describe collisions in the center
of mass reference frame. For example, in the laboratory frame, it would be very difficult
to compare experimental results obtained at different parameters like the collision angle
between the two molecular beams. Under such circumstances, the center of mass frame,
which is independent of the experimental geometry, gives a much more intuitive picture
of the collision dynamics. In this frame of reference, collisions can be characterized in
terms of the relative velocity of the collision partners and the motion of the center of
mass rather than the motion of each individual particle. Moreover, as the motion of the
center of mass is free from any external force acting on it, only the relative energy of the
collision partners is important. In a crossed beam experiment, the angular distribution
of the scattered product is embedded in a Newton sphere whose center is the center of
mass of the colliding particles. We can define the scattering as forward, backward and
sideways in the CM frame of reference (Figure 2.12), which will be ambiguous to do in
the laboratory frame of reference.
The transformation of lab frame measured quantities (speed, angles) to the center of
mass frame counterparts can be obtained from the geometric relationship between the
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velocity vectors. This is illustrated in Figure 2.13 by considering a kinematic Newton
diagram for the collision process. The relation between the velocity vectors of molecule
1 and 2 in the center of mass and laboratory frame is
VCM =
m1v1 +m2v2
M
(2.5)
u1 =
m2
M
vrel (2.6)
u2 =−m1M vrel (2.7)
where v1, v2 are the lab frame velocities of molecule with mass m1, m2 respectively. u1
and u2 are the velocities with respect to the c.m. of molecules 1 and 2. M is the total
mass of the system and VCM is the center of mass velocity. The relative velocity, vrel is
the difference
vrel = u1−u2 = v1−v2 (2.8)
An observer moving along with the center of mass vector will see the molecules 1 and
2 approaching along the relative velocity axis, v = u1−u2 and moving away from each
other along the direction of v′rel = u
′
1− u′2. The angle between these relative velocity
vectors (before and after collision), θ is the center of mass scattering angle. The relation
between the center of mass speed of the scattered products to their relative velocity is
given by
u′1 =
m2
M
v′rel (2.9)
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Figure 2.13: Newton diagram showing the relation between the laboratory and center of
mass velocities for molecule 1 and 2. Prime values indicate the velocities after collision. Θ
and θ are the deflection angles in laboratory and center of mass frames respectively.
u′2 =−
m1
M
v′rel (2.10)
The final relative kinetic energy of the separating product, T ′ can be expressed in terms
of initial kinetic energy, T and excitation (or de-excitation) energy, 4E of the product
internal state:
T =
1
2
µv2rel (2.11)
T ′ = T −4E = 1
2
µv′2rel (2.12)
where, µ = m1×m2m1+m2 is the reduced mass of the collision system.
2.3.3 Density to flux transformation
We use REMPI to detect scattered product angular distributions in collision experiments
where the molecules in the focal volume of the detection laser are probed. There is a
kinematic problem involved in this kind of detection of the product angular distribution.
Molecules that are moving along with the center of mass are faster than the molecules
moving opposite to it and leave the detection volume (Figure 2.14). The molecules that
are moving opposite to CM will be slower in the laboratory frame and will be detected
with higher probability. This kind of preferential ionization depending on the velocity
in the lab frame of reference of collision product creates asymmetry in the images with
respect to the relative velocity axis (see Figure 2.14). This unwanted density build-up
in the velocity map images that is not necessarily proportional to the differential cross
section for production of the detected state must be corrected to get the actual product an-
gular distribution (flux). We apply the Density to Flux transformation using the ‘imsim’
program developed by Prof. G. McBane to extract actual differential cross sections from
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Figure 2.14: Velocity mapped image of OH scattered by Ar showing asymmetry with respect
to the relative velocity axis due to preferential ionization of scattered OH molecules moving
opposite to the center of mass velocity.
velocity map images [50]. In due course of time this program has undergone some minor
modifications to fit our experimental system. Within the ‘imsim’ package, there are two
different procedures to extract the differential cross sections from the raw images. We
mostly used the first procedure, the direct extraction method as described by Lorenz et
al. for HCl+Ar collisions [51].
In a crossed beam experiment, the integrated intensity of the two dimensional velocity
mapped image in the Lab frame at some time t after scattering begins, can be expressed
as (see ref. [51] for more details)
I(vx,vy,vz; j→ j′, t)Lab = Aσ( j→ j′)P(θ ,φ)×Fapp (vx,vy,vz; j→ j′, t) (2.13)
where vx, vy are the velocity components in the collision plane and the vz lies parallel to
the TOF axis, σ( j→ j′) is the total cross section with its angular probability P (θ ,φ)
in the center of mass frame. ‘A’ is the amplitude factor proportional to molecular beam
intensities, and the Fapp is the apparatus function that mainly depends upon the exper-
imental geometry, the temporal and velocity distributions of the molecular beams, and
the laser beam’s spatial and frequency distributions. As we are interested in relative
differential cross sections, σ and A terms from Eq. 2.13 that gives only the intensity
scaling factor to the DCS can be absorbed into a new apparatus function F′app. Un-
der this assumption, Equation 2.13 can be further simplified to an expression that gives
experimental image intensity
IImage(r,θ)≈ DCS(θ ,φ)F ′app (2.14)
By knowing this newly defined apparatus function F′app, the state-to-state relative dif-
ferential cross section, DCS (θ , φ )(or P (θ , φ )) can be extracted (approximately) from
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the experimental images by factoring out the angle-dependent intensity of the apparatus
function. Using this apparatus function, the IMSIM program simulates an instrument-
dependent image assuming a perfectly isotropic DCS in the CM frame. This assumption
of isotropic DCS implies that the simulated image, shown in Figure 2.15, would have
been isotropic if there were no scattering angle dependent intensity build up from pref-
erential ionization of molecules. The correction procedure is as explained in Figure 2.15
where we divide the angular distribution of the experimental image by the simulated im-
age angular distribution to get the actual product angular distribution which is symmetric
with respect to the relative velocity axis.
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Figure 2.15: Density to Flux transformation using the direct extraction method. The angular
distribution of the experimental image is divided by the angular distribution of the simulated
apparatus function. The outcome is a product angular distribution symmetric with respect to
the relative velocity axis denoted by the symmetry axis line in the figure.
When we change the collision geometry by varying the angle between the two molec-
ular beams, both the center of mass and the relative velocity changes. As a consequence
the density distribution (due to slow molecules in the lab frame), in the corresponding
image also changes. Let us consider the 90 degree and 150 degree collision geometries.
Experimental and simulated (apparatus function) images for these two geometries are
shown in Figure 2.16. It can be seen from the beam directions that the center of mass
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velocity is lower at 150 degree collision angle while the larger image size at this angle
indicates a higher relative velocity of scattered product as compared to 90 degrees. There-
fore, at 150 degrees, due to the low CM velocity, the relative velocity components oppo-
site and equal to the center of mass are located in the wide range of scattering angles (A
and B positions in the Figure 2.16) and preferentially probed with a higher probability,
resulting in a spread in density. The density to flux correction is absolutely necessary to
quantify the relative total cross sections measured at various collision energies where the
change in collision energy is achieved by varying the collision angle.
2.4 Apparatus function
The apparatus function consists of several parameters that describe our experimental con-
ditions. The most relevant experimental parameters required to simulate an isotropic
image in ‘imsim’ are presented in Table 2.3. In addition, the simulation needs the cross-
ing angle between two molecular beams, which is 90 degrees for our fixed beam setup.
For our rotatable setup (described in chapter 6), the angle between two molecular beams
varies in the range of 90-150 degrees. The laser beam is always at an angle of 225 degrees
with respect to the secondary beam (Ar/He/H2). The temporal distribution of molecules
in our molecular beam is determined by varying the opening time of the pulsed molecular
valve with respect to the Q-switch trigger pulse of the ionization laser. For the discharge
produced OH beam (section 2.2.3), the pulse duration of the discharge voltage replaces
the molecular beam pulse duration parameter in the ‘imsim’ input file.
Table 2.3: Most relevant experimental parameters used to simulate ion image using ‘imsim’
program. Other important parameters: molecular beam speeds, speed ratio and collision
geometry are listed in Table 2.5 and 2.6.
Parameter Value
Distance from nozzle (Ar/He) to molecular beam crossing point 90 mm
Distance from OH nozzle to molecular beam crossing point 350 mm
Skimmer diameter 3 mm
Spatial diameter of OH beam at beam crossing point 3 mm
Diameter of the laser beam before focusing lens 3 mm
Focal length of the lens 200 mm
Temporal width of the OH beam 60 µs
Temporal width of Ar/He/H2O beam (Jordan valve) 100 µs
Temporal width of Ar/He/H2O beam (General valve) 300 µs
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A
B
VA/B component opposite to VCM
Figure 2.16: Experimental and ‘imsim’ simulated image showing the geometry of molecular
beams and the density problem created by slow velocity components moving opposite to the
center of mass velocity at 90 and 150 degrees of collision angle. A and B points indicate the
product velocity which has a component opposite and equal to the center of mass velocity.
2.5 The angular resolution of the differential cross sections
In our crossed-beam velocity map imaging experiment, the two-dimensional distribution
of intensity appearing on the detector can be directly analysed to give the differential
cross section (DCS) for scattering. In an ideal crossed beam experiment with veloc-
ity map imaging detection, two molecular beams with sharp velocities and no angular
divergence would intersect. However, most of the real experiments do not meet these
conditions. Usually, the molecular beams are not well collimated and there is a finite
velocity distribution of the molecules in the beam. This leads to a decrease in the an-
gular resolution of the experiment. In order to estimate the angular resolution of DCS
measurements, proper knowledge of the angular divergence of the molecular beams and
the velocity spread of the molecules in the beam is required. The velocity distribution
and angular spread cause a spread in the center of mass and relative velocity vectors,
which, consequently, lower the angular resolution of the image. Figure 2.17 (A) shows
the sketch of the Newton diagrams for the mean velocity (black) and the velocity spreads
of the two molecular beams (Ar and OH) based on the speed ratio (v/∆v) = 10 (see Ta-
ble 2.5). Figure 2.17 (B) shows the sketch of Newton diagrams for OH-Ar collisions
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where the angular spread of the two molecular beams causes a variation in their 90 de-
grees crossing angle. From geometrical consideration of the nozzle-skimmer distance
and skimmer size, the angular spread in the H2O/Ar/He/H2 beam is 5.6 degrees. For
the OH beam, the 6 mm hole in the hexapole acts as a second collimator after the skim-
mer, resulting in a slightly better, 4 degrees, angular spread. The angular spread of the
source will be exactly mapped by the hexapole at the molecular beam crossing position.
The velocity vectors for the scattered OH at 50 degree scattering angle are drawn for the
mean velocity (black) as well as the other two velocity components from its distribution
(blue and red). The scattering angle range spanned by these velocity vectors of scattered
molecules shows how the angular resolution can be decreased by velocity and angular
spread. Smaller or larger radius at a given scattering angle with respect to the radius of
the Newton diagram from the mean velocity gives the spread in energy.
Ar
OH
CM
HO
Ar
CM
      (A) Velocity Spread                                    (B) Angular spread
500 500
Figure 2.17: Newton diagrams for OH-Ar collisions due to (A) the velocity distribution
caused by the speed ratio of OH and Ar beams and (B) angular spreads in the collision
plane. The velocity vectors for the scattered OH at 50 degree scattering angle are drawn to
show the decrease in angular resolution caused by velocity and angular spread.
Figure 2.18 shows a comparison of the Newton diagram of OH+Ar with that of
OH+He, each one showing the possible degradation of the angular resolution of the DCSs
from the velocity spread as a function of scattering angles. The dashed-dotted lines in
Figure 2.18 (i) show the scattered products at several scattering angles. The dashed New-
ton circle is constructed from the velocity spread in OH and Ar beam. θ is the angle when
OH is scattered with initial mean beam velocities of OH and Ar/He and θ ′ indicates the
scattering angle that arises from the spread in the pair of beam velocities. The scattered
molecules from the mean velocities at the center of mass scattering angles, 30, 150 and
290 degrees are shown at A, B and C points and their primed counterparts indicate the
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corresponding angles in the Newton circle that result from the velocity spread. It can be
seen from the figure that the scattered products at an angle, θ are spread between θ and
θ ′ = θ -∆θ (A and A′) due to velocity spread, and this spread is maximum at 150 degrees
(denoted by B and B′) and is minimum at 290 degrees (denoted by C and C′). This shows
that the spread in the velocity distribution blurs the scattered product angular distribution
and the amount of blurring varies as a function of scattering angles. Another similar
Newton diagram is shown in Figure 2.18 (ii) for OH+He collision system. The variation
between the Figure 2.18 (i) and (ii) suggests that the blurring at a given scattering angle
depends on the mass and velocity of the collision partner.
Ar
OH
CM
θ
θ/
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B
C
A/
B/
C/
OH
He
(i) (ii)
Figure 2.18: Newton diagrams for (i) OH-Ar and (ii) OH-He collisions due to velocity
spreads of OH and Ar beams in the collision plane.
Before we determine the angular resolution of our scattering experiments, it is nec-
essary to be familiar with the definition of angular resolution. In general, the resolution
of an imaging instrument means the ability to clearly determine two separate points as
singular distinguished entities. If the points are closer together than the resolution of
the instrument, they blur together and it is impossible to differentiate them. In our case,
good angular resolution of the DCS would be the ability to distinguish between infinitely
narrow width peaks in the DCS differing by a small scattering angle increment. For our
experimental DCS, a particular resolution value means that we cannot resolve the peaks
in our experiment below that degree of separation in the DCS and above that value, we
can resolve them with reduced contrast.
As ‘imsim’ simulation uses the experimental parameters: molecular speed distribu-
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tion and the angular divergence of both the primary and secondary beams to simulate an
image, we can approximately estimate the angular resolution of the DCSs by using this
simulation. In order to do this, we simulate an image with an artificial DCS with several
narrow (width: 10) peaks separated by a finite angle. We can manually decrease the an-
gular separation of DCS peaks, until we cannot resolve them in the output DCS (angle
dependent intensity from simulated image). Figure 2.19 A shows a simulated DCS with
peaks at regular 15 degrees separation. The angular divergence of the molecular beams
is also included in this simulation to estimate the real angular resolution of the DCSs.
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C e n t e r  o f  m a s s  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e s  ( d e g r e e s )
Figure 2.19: ‘Imsim’ simulated result for OH+Ar system, considering the velocity and the
2-D angular spread of the OH and Ar beams simulating the DCS peaks at regular (A) 15
degrees, (B) 5 degrees and (C) 10 degrees separation.
In order to simulate the angular spread of the molecular beams for our experimental
conditions, we include linear combinations of different collision angles and orientations
with a 1 degree step in the collision plane. A more detailed description of this procedure
can be found in the thesis of C.H. Yang [52]. Figure 2.19 shows the simulated results
considering the velocity and the 2-D angular spread of the molecular beams with the
DCS peaks at regular (A) 15 and (B) 5 degrees separation. Here, though, we presented
the DCSs for 0-360 degrees scattering angles, we are mainly interested in the one sym-
metric side (0-180 degrees) of the relative velocity axis that contains molecules moving
opposite to the center of mass velocity. As more molecules are detected along this side,
we could use the relatively strong signal from the experimental images for the density to
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flux transformation to obtain a good signal to noise ratio. However, Figure 2.18 and 2.19
show that the angular resolution of this side is poor compared to the other symmetric
side that contains molecules moving along with the center of mass. If the collision signal
is strong, the angular resolution, especially in the sideways scattering directions in the
DCS can be improved just by choosing the higher angular resolution yielding side of the
image during density to flux analysis.
It can be seen from Figure 2.19 that the resolution in the 0-180 degree range is suffi-
cient to resolve the peaks (with reduced intensity) at 15 degrees separation, but progresses
to the condition where the peaks are completely smeared out (60-180 degrees scattering
angles) at 5 degrees angular separation. The angular resolutions of our crossed molecular
beam experiment for the OH+Ar collision system is insufficient to resolve rapid oscil-
lations below 5 degrees separation for 0-60 degrees scattering angles. The resolution
gradually decreases at higher scattering angles (see Figure 2.19 C) and in the 120-180
degrees scattering angle range, we cannot resolve peaks below 10 degrees separation.
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Figure 2.20: ‘Imsim’ simulated result for several collision systems considering the measured
angular spread of the molecular beams simulating the DCS peaks at regular 30 degrees sep-
aration starting at the 15 degree center of mass scattering angle. The red curve for He+OH
panel indicates the simulation of the peaks when they are separated by 60 degrees.
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Figure 2.20 shows the differential cross sections simulated with the narrow or delta
function like (width: 10) peaks separated by 30 degrees, starting at the 15 degree center
of mass scattering angle for all the collision systems studied in this thesis. Here we pre-
sented the DCSs from only one symmetric side of the relative velocity axis that contains
molecules moving opposite to the center of mass velocity.
We can see in Figure 2.20 that the peaks in the DCSs are generally broadened by
approximately 20 degrees due to angular and velocity spread of the molecular beams.
This figure is presented mainly to give a comparative idea of the angular resolution as
a function of collision angles and the collision systems studied. It clearly shows that
the angular resolution of the He/H2 + H2O/HDO/OH collision system for 90 degrees
crossed-beam geometry is poor in the forward and backward directions due to kinematic
effect explained in Figure 2.18. Moreover, due to similar kinematic reasons, there is
some error involved in the peak positions as well. For example, the peak input at 45
degrees in the simulation is not located at exact 45 degrees in the DCS output.
Table 2.4: The angular resolutions of all the collision systems studied in this thesis. The reso-
lution is presented for all the center of mass scattering angles (θ ) corresponding to the peak
positions (1 (θ :150) to 6 (θ :1650)) in the Figure 2.20. The scattering angles matching to the
peak positions are listed (e. g. peak 1→ θ :150). A particular resolution value (in degrees)
means that we cannot resolve the peaks in our experiment below that degree of separation in
the DCS and above that value, we can resolve them with reduced contrast. The resolution in
the forward part of the DCSs(θ : 0-30 degrees) is almost same with the backward (150-180
degrees) and different from the maximum resolution found for the sideways scattering angles
(except OH+Ar/Xe).
Collision system
(collision angle)
1
(150)
2
(450)
3
(750)
4
(1050)
5
(1350)
6
(1650)
OH+Ar 5 5 6 6 10 10
OH+Xe 4 4 5 6 10 10
OH+He 15 10 6 8 11 18
OH+H2 at nozzle 320 K 15 8 7 10 19 22
OH+H2 at nozzle 200 K 18 12 9 11 20 22
HDO+He 15 10 8 9 15 18
HDO+H2 at nozzle 320 K 15 12 11 14 22 25
HDO+H2 at nozzle 200 K 18 12 10 12 20 22
H2O+He (900) 15 10 8 9 15 18
H2O+He (1100) 15 11 6 6 11 15
H2O+He (1300) 12 15 7 6 11 12
H2O+He (1500) 8 10 7 6 6 10
For all the collision systems, we calculated the experimental resolution by methods
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using rapid oscillations as described in the Figure 2.19 and could derive a method to
obtain it directly from the broadening of a single peak in the DCS, as will be described
in the next paragraph. We can already see in Figure 2.20 that the angular resolution of
OH+Xe collision system is better than that of OH + Ar. The angular resolution of other
collision systems is poor in comparison to the OH + Ar/Xe system. Table 2.4 presents the
angular resolution values for all the center of mass scattering angles (θ ) corresponding
to the peak positions in the Figure 2.20. Below these values, the oscillations in the DCSs
will be completely smeared out. In most of the collision systems, except OH+Xe/Ar,
the angular resolution after 30 degrees improves gradually and becomes a maximum at
75/105 degrees scattering angles and decreases in the same fashion until 180 degrees.
For H2O+He, with the increase of collision angle, the angular resolution in the forward
and backward part improves with respect to the sideways scattering angles. For collision
systems with poor angular resolutions (e.g. HDO + H2), the theoretical DCSs can be
convoluted with the blurring due to experimental angular resolution (see Figure 5.10) to
approximate the error in the comparison.
We also found out that the resolution can be directly calculated from the broadening
of 1 degree peak in the simulated DCS and is found to be 0.6 times the Full Width Half
Maximum (FWHM) of the peaks for all the collision systems. However, this method
cannot be used if the peaks overlap to make the baseline (zero intensity) not well de-
fined, as shown in the forward and backward part of the DCSs in Figure 2.20 for the
OH/HDO+He/H2 collision system. We need to simulate the peaks that are well sepa-
rated, or we can simulate the peaks one at a time and calculate the resolution at each
peak. We have shown such well separated peaks (60 degrees separation) in Figure 2.20
for OH+He system (red curves) that has a well defined zero intensity line. The resolutions
for the middle four columns in Table 2.4 are verified by the 0.6 x FWHM measurement of
the peak broadening. For OH/HDO+He/H2 collision systems, as the peaks at the extreme
forward (θ :150) and backward (θ :1650) direction are not clear because of the overlap of
two adjacent peaks due to declining angular resolution, the resolution of this part of the
DCS is calculated only by gradually increasing the number of rapid oscillations in the
input DCS.
2.6 Experiments to determine suitable experimental conditions for
inelastic and reactive scattering
Supersonic expansion of molecules through the nozzle creates almost rotationless mole-
cules (rotational temperature∼7 to 10 K). Further rotational state selection in the case of
OH has been done by the application of an inhomogeneous electric field. Single collision
conditions are confirmed for all the scattering experiments by monitoring the change in
initial rotational population of molecules in the beam as a result of collision. Because
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of the high operating temperature of the Jordan valve, cluster formation of H2O in the
molecular beam is less likely, and we also did not find any H2O cluster ionization signal
with the laser wavelength that ionizes individual H2O molecules. Molecular beam speeds
are measured by recording beam signal at two distances (s1 and s2) of the molecular valve
from the center of the ion optics. If the molecules from the valve at s1 and s2 reach the
ionization region with a time difference t (measured with respect to the ionization laser),
speed, v = s/t, where s = s1 - s2. The speed ratio (v/∆v) in the molecular beam is di-
rectly measured from the spread in the ion signal from the molecular beam, recorded by
velocity map imaging. Table 2.5 shows the speeds and speed ratios of molecular beams
recorded in our experiment. The concentration, ∼ 2.5% of H2O in the molecular beam
is calculated using the vapor pressure of H2O at room temperature and 1 bar of backing
pressure (Ar). The discharge-produced OH speed after hexapole state selection is found
to be higher than the Ar speed, which was confirmed by comparing the size of the OH
velocity map image with that of the H2O image.
If the pumping speed of the detection chamber is not good, there is a possibility
that the background created by the target gas beam could provide rotationally inelastic
scattered or attenuated OH, HDO or H2O primary pulsed beam molecules. In our experi-
ment, the molecular beam pulses are 100 ms apart. During experiment, the signal without
the partner beam was subtracted from the scattering signal for every alternate 100 laser
shots. We performed the background subtractions by delaying the secondary beam pulse
by 1 ms with respect to the laser pulse and recording the signal from the primary beam.
There was no collision signal from the background created by the secondary gas beam
when the secondary beam was delayed by 1 ms with respect to the laser pulse.
Table 2.5: Speeds and approximate speed ratios of molecular beams recorded in our exper-
iments. The molecular beam that contains the molecules we detect is specified as primary
beam. The discharge produced OH velocity after hexapole state selector is measured by
comparing its velocity map image size with H2O image.
Molecular
beam
Molecules Speed (m/sec) speed ratio (v/∆v)
Primary OH (in Ar) 800 10
Primary H2O/HDO (2.5% in Ar) 625 10
Secondary Ar 625 10
Secondary He 1660 8
Secondary H2 2700 6
Secondary Xe 376 10
Cross sections for reactive scattering are generally smaller than those for inelastic
scattering. Therefore, we need to pay extra care to optimize the signal to noise ratio to
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Table 2.6: Collision energies in the center of mass frame.
Collision system Collision angle (degrees) Collision energy (cm−1)
OH+Ar 90 500
OH+He 90 460
OH+Xe 90 490
HDO+H2 90 580
HDO+H2 (Nozzle T:200 K) 90 440
HDO+He 90 434
H2O+He 90 430
H2O+He 110 527
H2O+He 130 613
H2O+He 150 676
perform a reactive scattering experiment. The first requirement to obtain a strong inelas-
tic or reactive scattering signal is to keep the molecular beam sources as close as possible
to the interaction region in order to obtain a higher molecular density in the collision
area. Secondly, the ionization laser must have enough power so that efficient ionization
is obtained for the selected REMPI ionization scheme. Knowing that both conditions
are fulfilled in our experiments, we tried reactive scattering for the reaction OH+CH4,
a well-studied system in a crossed beam experiment [53, 54]. The calculated reaction
barrier of this reaction is in the range 1643-2308 cm−1 (zero-point energy is included).
The reaction is exothermic by -5004.99 cm−1, and an approximate activation energy of
1259 cm−1 can be derived from the experimentally determined rate coefficient [53]. That
means that we need collision energy higher than 1259 cm−1 to see the reactive scattering
signal. In order to achieve collision energy higher than the activation barrier, CH4 was
seeded in H2. The CH4 beam collides with hexapole state selected OH (X2Π3/2, v=0, j
=1.5, f) in the center of a cross beam scattering apparatus with the molecular beams fixed
at 90 degree angle. The scattering product, CH3 was REMPI ionized ( using FineAdjust-
ment Dye laser, ∼333 nm, power ∼12 mJ ) and the ions were recorded by velocity map
imaging.
We were unable to discern any sign of the velocity-mapped CH+3 ion images in this
experiment. Too many background ions produced by the CH3 REMPI laser hindered
the detection of very weak signal from reactive scattering. During this experiment, OH
production was simultaneously monitored by introducing another laser beam set at OH
detection wavelength, traveling opposite to CH3 detection laser.
To decrease the background ions, we tried an experiment using deuterated methane
(CH2D2) instead of CH4. Unfortunately, very efficient ionization of NH3 is possible
at a wavelength around 333 nm and we detected NH3 in the molecular beam without
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purposefully introducing it through the gas line. As its mass is the same as CH2D, it
was impossible to separate the scattering signal from the NH3 background. This ex-
periment (OH+CH4) did not progress any further, and the reason of its failure remains
not so clear. One of the possibilities might be that the discharge produced OH beam
density (10% of H2O) is too low. The ion signal for the detection of OH, inelastically
scattered by Ar and He was very weak and we had to accumulate ion signal for around
100000 laser shots to get a decent scattering image. Under the existing experimental
conditions (signal to noise ratio), it’s quite possible that the OH density in the molecular
beam was not high enough to produce the ion signal from reactive scattering, which has
lower cross sections.

Chapter 3
Imaging the OH Radical:
State-to-state Differential Cross
Sections for Inelastic scattering of
OH with Ar and He.
Inelastic collisions of free radicals are profoundly important in environments ranging
from combustion to astrochemistry. Vector correlations have emerged as a particu-
larly sensitive test of the potential energy surfaces (PESs) in such elementary sys-
tems. Until now, product-state-selective differential cross sections (DCSs) of one of
the key radical species, OH, have been experimentally inaccessible. Crossed-beam
methods are combined here with the first implementation of velocity-map imaging for
OH to measure DCSs for the inelastic scattering of OH (X2Π3/2, v=0, j=1.5, f) with He
and Ar. The results are compared with complementary exact close-coupling quantum
scattering calculations on ab initio PESs. The agreement is generally satisfactory for
both OH + Ar and OH + He collision system.
Adapted from: Gautam Sarma, Sarantos Marinakis, J. J. ter Meulen, David H. Parker and Kenneth G.
McKendrick, Nature Chemistry (2012) doi:10.1038/nchem.1480
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Chapter 3: Imaging the OH Radical: State-to-state Differential Cross Sections for
Inelastic scattering of OH with Ar and He.
3.1 Introduction
OH is a key species in a wide range of chemical processes. It is a critical chain carrier in
combustion [55], is the primary oxidant of many organic species in the troposphere [56],
and is present in a variety of astrophysical sources. It has consequently attracted pre-
vailing interest in its spectroscopy [57] and reaction kinetics [55, 56] and has been the
subject of many dynamical studies of its chemical production or removal. Perhaps most
relevant here, its inelastic collision dynamics have also been widely examined, spanning
the search to explain astrochemical maser action [58] to recent revived fundamental in-
terest in its low-energy collisions [59].
Much of the success of these studies of OH has relied on its ease of detection by laser-
induced fluorescence through the near-UV A2Σ+−X2Π band [60]. This affords ready
detection of scalar, state-selective product yields, which themselves provide substantial
dynamical insight. Furthermore, optically-based polarized preparation or detection of
OH provides an additional layer of vectorial information that is capable of testing the
controlling potential energy surfaces (PESs) even more incisively [61]. In particular,
the creation or destruction of anisotropy of OH rotational angular momentum through
inelastic collisions has been successfully studied using polarized optical methods [28,
29, 62].
However, the complementary dynamical information contained in the correlation be-
tween initial and final velocity vectors (i.e. the differential cross section (DCS)) has
been scarcely determined for processes involving OH. Doppler-resolved LIF detection
has been demonstrated in the context of inelastic scattering [63], but its successful appli-
cation has been limited due to the finite bandwidth of practical pulsed laser sources and
the critical need to work at low fluences to avoid optical saturation.
It has been demonstrated over approximately the last decade that velocity-map imag-
ing (VMI) [31] provides a far superior technique for the measurement of velocity distri-
butions in gas-phase dynamical processes. VMI uses an electrostatic immersion lens to
map charged-particle velocity onto a two-dimensional plane independently of where in
the interaction volume it was formed. Using slicing methods, the full three-dimensional
velocity distribution can be obtained. Information on the dynamics of the process is
coded in the surface pattern of an expanding Newton sphere. It has allowed many impor-
tant advances including the imaging of electron motion on the attosecond timescale [64];
the nearly complete understanding of photo-ionization and photo-dissociation dynamics
in small molecules [65]; and highly sophisticated studies of inelastic and reactive scat-
tering [66].
VMI is, in principle, a universal method, applicable to any atom or molecule that can
be resonantly (state-specifically) ionized, converting the nascent neutral molecule into an
ion without changing its velocity. This requires, of course, that an efficient state-selective
ionization scheme is available for the molecule of interest. Resonance-enhanced multi-
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photon ionization (REMPI) has been used previously to detect OH internal state distribu-
tions in experiments with relatively high OH concentrations, for example, in the photol-
ysis of precursor molecules in an intense molecular beam [67], in an electric discharge
of H2O vapor [68], and in the photolysis of a water ice surface [69]. However, these are
all total yield measurements, providing no velocity information of scattered OH.
We report here the first successful application of REMPI-VMI to collisions of the
OH radical. We obtain final-state-resolved DCSs for inelastic collisions of OH with the
benchmark inert collision partners He and Ar. Even the restricted number of product
states observed in these proof-of-principle studies provide a stringent test of the best
available theoretical PESs [70, 71] that govern energy transfer in these systems, through
accompanying exact close-coupling quantum scattering calculations. As we will show,
this test appears to be passed near-quantitatively for OH + Ar, but not at the same level
for OH + He.
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Figure 3.1: Rotational energy levels for the electronic and vibrational ground state of OH.
The energy states are labeled by total angular momentum J, parity p and Λ doublet symmetry
e (ε = -1) or f (ε = 1). J has the values: N + 1/2 for F1, Ω = 3/2, and N - 1/2 for F2, Ω =
1/2, where N is given by R + |Λ|. The energy difference between the Λ doublet components is
exaggerated for clarity. The hexapole selected state of OH is shown by the red line. Rotational
states of OH probed in this experiment are shown by dotted lines.
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Chapter 3: Imaging the OH Radical: State-to-state Differential Cross Sections for
Inelastic scattering of OH with Ar and He.
Much of the fundamental interest in the scattering dynamics of electronic ground state
OH (X2Π) arises from its pi3 open-shell electronic configuration [72]. The electronic
orbital angular momentum, L, and the electron spin, S, couple to give two spin-orbit
manifolds; lower-energy 2Π3/2 withΩ= 3/2 and upper 2Π1/2 withΩ= 1/2, termed F1 and
F2, respectively. Each rotational level is split into two Λ-doublet components, because of
the interaction between L and the rotational angular momentum, R. These components
are nearly degenerate but with different parities under the space-fixed inversion operator.
A level with parity +(-1) j−1/2 or -(-1) j−1/2 is denoted as e or f, respectively (see Table
3.1). It is also useful for labeling purposes to define a quantum number N for the total
angular momentum excluding electron and nuclear spin.
Table 3.1: Energy level values for all electronic and rotational states of OH that can be
populated from transitions from OH (X,v=0,j=1.5f,F1) + Ar/He at collision energy up to
500 cm−1.
j e/f F1/F2 E (cm−1)
1.5 e F1 0
1.5 f F1 0.056
2.5 e F1 83.783
2.5 f F1 83.986
0.5 e F2 126.441
0.5 f F2 126.598
1.5 e F2 187.671
1.5 f F2 187.928
3.5 e F1 202.191
3.5 f F1 202.645
2.5 e F2 289.101
2.5 f F2 289.368
4.5 e F1 355.853
4.5 f F1 356.660
3.5 e F2 430.196
3.5 f F2 430.022
3.2 Experimental
Full details of the experimental approach are given in the second chapter, and only the
essential features are described here. In essence, OH and the collision partner scatter in a
900 crossed molecular beam arrangement, with the products detected by VMI. OH is pro-
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Figure 3.2: sketch of VMI setup coupled with the geometry of crossed molecular beams. G,
E and R denote Ground, Extractor and Repeller plates of VMI. Laser beam is at an angle of
45 degrees with respect to both molecular beams.
duced in a pulsed electrical discharge [73] of a mixture of H2O vapor in Ar. The collision
energies for the OH + Ar and OH + He systems are 500±40 cm−1 and 460±40 cm−1,
respectively, with widths determined by the measured spreads in molecular beam veloc-
ities.
The OH is detected by [2+1] REMPI via the D2Σ−(v = 0) Rydberg state at one-
photon wavelengths around 243 nm. The probe beam propagated in the scattering plane,
at an angle of 135 degrees to the OH beam axis. In all experiments reported here the
beam was linearly polarized in the plane perpendicular to the collision plane. Rotational
cooling during the expansion confines 99.5% of the population to the lowest F1, j = 3/2
rotational level. An additional hexapole electric field was used to select the upper (f) Λ-
doublet [74], leaving only∼3% in the e level despite the small energy separation between
Λ-doublet components. With the partner present, depletion of the parent OH beam is not
detectable within our signal-to-noise, but in any case is estimated to be <5% based on
the conditions for similar measurements of H2O scattering [75].
3.3 Results
Velocity-mapped images for selected OH product states from scattering with Ar and
He are shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The qR12(0.5), rR11(1.5) and rR11(2.5) REMPI
transitions [68] were used, labelled with the notation 4N4JF ′F ′′(J′′), where F is 1 for
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Ω = 3/2, and 2 for Ω = 1/2, and the single and double primes indicate upper and lower
electronic states. The corresponding product states are therefore, 1.5eF1, 2.5eF1 and
0.5eF2 in the j′ e/f F1/F2 notation that we use from this point. We have confined the
current proof-of-principle measurements to these three states because they are the most
populated levels experimentally, as confirmed in the quantum scattering calculations to
have the largest integral cross sections. Because of the low density of the OH beam, even
for these states each image required the accumulation of 100,000 laser shots. Although
the OH signal without the partner beam was subtracted from the scattering signal for
every alternate 100 laser shots, a residue of the nascent OH beam still appears as an
artifact in some of the images due to fluctuations in the discharge.
Analysis of the images was performed using the IMSIM program [76]. Symmetry
with respect to the relative velocity vector is lost in the raw images. This is because
molecules scattered in the lab frame opposite to the center-of-mass velocity have a lower
speed, and hence enhanced number density, compared to those scattered along the center-
of-mass velocity. The IMSIM program corrects for this effect, and converts recorded
density of ions to the actual scattered flux. The derived DCSs are shown in Figs. 3.3
and 3.4. Results from quantum-mechanical close-coupling calculations are also shown
in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The method used for the scattering calculations is basically the
same as that of previous papers [71, 77]. Consequently, only a brief description is given
here, focusing on the aspects specific to this work. The OH + He PESs used here are
the ones obtained by Lee et al. [70] and for OH + Ar by Klos and Tobola [71]. A recent
version of the HIBRIDON suite of codes was employed to produce the differential cross
sections for collisions of OH (F1, v = 0, j = 1.5f) + He/Ar at collision energies at 460 and
500 cm−1, respectively. The calculated DCSs were obtained with a resolution of 1 degree
and presented in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The angular resolution of the experimental DCSs is
presented in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2. The forward part of DCSs (0-30 degrees) from
experiment are obtained with resolution 5 and 10 degrees for OH + Ar and OH + He
collision systems respectively. We normalized the experimental data to the theoretical
ones by making the area of
∫
sinθ*DCS from the experiment equal to the theoretical
DCS.
3.3.1 Alignment detection of inelastically scattered OH through (2+1) REMPI:
Molecular alignment is created by bringing the molecular geometry with respect to a
space fixed axis. While, the molecules are said to be oriented if in addition, the direction
with respect to the space fixed axis is defined. Molecular multiphoton processes depend
on the orientation of the molecules relative to the laser field polarization [78]. There are
studies that show that the polarized laser pulses can effectively align molecules due to
the interaction between the induced dipole moment and the electric field from the laser
pulse [79]. However, we use laser pulses (ns) that are much longer than the rotational
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Figure 3.3: Experimental velocity-map images for the inelastic scattering of OH (X2Π,j =
1.5f, F1)+Ar at a collision energy of 500 cm−1. The molecular beam and laser geometry in
the laboratory and center of mass frame are as shown in the image. CM refers to the position
of the center of mass. The right column, shows the DCS extracted (red line) from the image on
the same row, and the theoretical ones calculated by the close-coupling method (blue line).
The final OH states are labeled by (j, e/f, Ω) on each row. We normalized the experimental
results to the theoretical data by making the area of
∫
sinθ*DCS from the experiment equal
to the theoretical DCS. The angular resolution of the experimental DCS is presented in Table
2.4.
period of the molecules (ps), the molecules slowly brought into alignment with laser field
slowly lose their alignment as the laser field is turned off.
Another general claim is that the electronic excitation time interval being very short
compared to the rotation, the orientation of the internuclear axis is regarded as fixed in
space during the REMPI excitation process. Due to the orientation dependence of the ex-
citation process, a selective ionization of the molecules oriented with respect to the laser
polarization may take place. In consequence, the angular distribution of the scattered
product will be enhanced for the initial orientation of the internuclear axis preferentially
excited by the ionization process.
The theoretical background of detecting angular momentum alignment through mul-
tiphoton absorption with polarized light is well known [80]. Collisions can align the
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Figure 3.4: Experimental velocity-map images for the inelastic scattering of OH (X2Π,j =
1.5f, F1)+He at a collision energy of 460 cm−1. The right column, shows the DCS extracted
(red line) from the image on the same row and the theoretical ones calculated by the close-
coupling method (blue line). The final OH states are labeled by (j, e/f, Ω) on each row. We
normalized the experimental results to the theoretical data by making the area of
∫
sinθ*DCS
from the experiment equal to the theoretical DCS. The angular resolution of the experimental
DCS is presented in Table 2.4.
rotational angular momentum vector of a linear molecule perpendicular to the direction
of the relative velocity vector. A study on simple model treatments and quasiclassical
trajectory calculations dealing with collisional relaxation and alignment of molecular ro-
tation in atom-diatom collisions can be found in the paper of David et al. [81]. For Ar-I2
collision system, this paper concludes that the collisions can lead to the final rotational
angular momentum, J alignment perpendicular to relative velocity vector. Collisional
alignment of molecules and the subsequent REMPI ionization of molecules aligned with
respect to the laser polarization direction means that the rotational alignment after col-
lision might affect our differential cross section measurement if the laser polarization is
not favorable. For this experiment, we used linearly polarized laser radiation, and the
laser polarization was set perpendicular to the collision plane. We also detected scattered
OH signal with the laser polarization parallel to the collision plane. Figure 3.5 shows the
differential cross section of OH (2.5 e F1 state) scattered by Ar, and probed by laser radi-
ation polarized parallel and perpendicular to the collision plane. We did not observe any
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Figure 3.5: The DCSs for OH (2.5 e F1 state) scattered by Ar, probed by horizontal (HP) and
vertical (VP) polarization of the REMPI laser.
difference in the differential cross sections of OH probed by different laser polarization
direction. It suggests that we don’t have any collisional alignment of the OH molecules
in our experiment.
3.3.2 Comparison between Experiment and Theory (and Discussion)
In broad terms, the agreement between experiment and theory is quite convincing for OH
+ Ar. Residual disagreements are confined to the overall scaling at the smallest forward
angles where the experimental background subtraction procedure is least reliable . Also,
the collision energy convolution in theoretical results probably would have improved the
comparison to explain the lack of structure seen in the experimental DCSs, but that infor-
mation from theory comes at large computational cost. All the measured and predicted
DCSs for OH + Ar are strongly forward. A modest broadening to more sideways angles
is found for the more endothermic transition to 2.5eF1. This trend continues for 0.5eF2.
This behavior is consistent with basic classical arguments that forward scattering is asso-
ciated primarily with large impact parameters and sampling of the long-range attractive
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potential. The expected shift to more backward scattering is predicted to occur at higher
j, but only for levels beyond those so far examined experimentally.
At a more detailed level, the origin of double peaks in the DCS such as for 0.5F2e
has attracted detailed interest for the related system of NO(X2Π) + He [82]. The more
extensive observations there have been interpreted within the framework of the long-
established principle that for a Hund’s case (a) molecule spin-orbit changing collisions
are dictated by the difference potential, Vdi f f , in contrast to spin-orbit conserving tran-
sitions which depend on the sum potential, Vsum [83]. However, the situation is compli-
cated for OH (X2Π) by the fact it is not pure case (a), and therefore, both Vsum and Vdi f f
play a role [84–86]. Though the lower J states of OH experimentally observed here, are
well described by Hund’s case (a), it is obviously not near-homonuclear like NO, which
was an element of the explanation presented for NO + He [82]. We also do not yet have
any information on the possible collision-energy dependence of these features, which
was found to be a further important factor for NO + He, so further discussion of their
origin for OH + Ar would currently be premature.
Also, the ability of theory to reproduce the experimental DCSs is generally satis-
factory for OH + He. For the near-isoenergetic pure Λ-doublet transition to 1.5F1e, the
DCS remains cosmetically similar to OH + Ar and is again found to be strongly forward-
peaked at these energies. This is reproduced in the scattering calculations. Dagdigian and
Alexander [85] had shown that OH + Ar and OH + He have distinct excitation functions
for pure Λ-doublet changing. OH + He shows a fairly flat energy dependence in con-
trast to the decline characteristic of an attractive interaction for OH + Ar. There is slight
disagreement between experiment and theory for OH + He at the higher energy product
levels. The predicted DCS for 2.5F1e, in particular, deviated from the observed behavior,
peaking in the sideways at lower angles as opposed to the observed scattering peaking
at higher angles. Though our experiment is more reliable at these sideways scattering
angles, the signal to noise ratio for this particular transition that deviates from theory is
poor. The discrepancies are perhaps less extreme but still can not be ignored for 0.5F2e
where the observed DCS in the forward direction is more reliable than the case of 1.5F1e
transition due to less background problem in this high energy state. Except, that the
global-maximum in the forward direction is overestimated from theory, the agreement
looks satisfactory for this transition.
Though, the measured DCSs are indeed reliable, these minor discrepancies are not
enough to imply shortcomings in the existing best PESs as a description of OH + He
interactions. Furthermore, note that the forward part of the experimental DCSs for OH
+ He system has lower angular resolution (15 degrees) in comparison to OH + Ar (5
degrees), which might be a reason for better agreement of experiment and theory for
OH+Ar. There had been related discussion recently of the capacity of the OH + He PESs
to account correctly for measured losses of magnetically trapped OH in collisions with
low-energy beams of He [87, 88]. However, it now appears that the calculated low-energy
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integral inelastic cross sections have been vindicated as the source of the disagreement
through their independent measurement [59] and additional theory on the effects of non-
uniform fields in the original trapping experiments [89].
Nevertheless, our current results highlight the additional sensitive test of PESs pro-
vided by the DCS measurements enabled by bringing OH within the scope of the VMI
technique. We anticipate that these tests can be made more exact and exciting by expand-
ing in future the range of collision energies, and the number of product states detected.
We hope that they will act as a stimulus to further theoretical and complementary exper-
imental investigation of OH + He and OH + Ar, which serve as important ’benchmarks’
of intermolecular interactions in open-shell systems.

Chapter 4
Imaging the OH Radical:
State-to-state Differential Cross
Sections for Inelastic scattering of
OH with normal- and para- H2
Laser ionization is applied for the first time to detect and image the angle-speed distri-
butions of OH radicals scattered by H2. Previous studies on OH, one of the most im-
portant molecules in interstellar space, have used laser induced fluorescence, which
is extremely sensitive but does not provide the full angle-speed distribution of the
nascent molecule. We measured state-to-state inelastic differential cross sections
of the OH radical colliding with normal- and para- H2 in a crossed molecular beam
experiment, using the velocity map imaging technique. OH is produced by a pulsed
discharge in a molecular beam with an H2O/Ar mixture and is rotationally state se-
lected with lambda-doublet resolution using a hexapole electric field. Rotational exci-
tation of the OH radical due to collision with normal- and para- H2 is probed by (2+1)
resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization spectroscopy. Experimental differential
cross sections for OH radical inelastic scattering are critical tests of the accuracy of
the OH-H2 potential energy surface.
Gautam Sarma
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4.1 Introduction
Rotational energy transfer of OH due to collisions with H2 has attracted great interest
in the past as a means to understand the population distribution of OH in the interstel-
lar space which creates conditions for maser action [90, 91]. The OH+H2 reaction has
received particular attention of many experimental and theoretical studies because of its
importance in atmospheric [92] and combustion chemistry [93]. From a theoretical per-
spective, the OH+H2 system is a kind of benchmark for the calculations of reaction dy-
namics in a four-atom system. There has been a lot of progress in validating the potential
energy surface (PES) for the OH (X2Π)+H2 reaction [94]. The dynamics of this reac-
tion has been verified by measuring the angular and speed distribution of the scattered
products in crossed beam experiments [95].
The inelastic scattering of OH (X2Π) by H2 has been studied in the past, mainly
to learn about the possible pump mechanisms of the astronomical OH maser. In or-
der to model and interpret maser observations, a good knowledge about the probability
of rotational excitation and de-excitation of OH in collisions with the astrophysically
abundant H2 molecule is required [96]. Various experimental and theoretical studies
have verified the cross sections of OH (X2Π) scattered by H2. Schreel and Ter Meulen
have reported measurements of state-to-state total cross sections (Λ-doublet resolved)
for inelastic collisions of OH by para- and normal- H2 at a translational energy of 595
cm−1 [97]. Schinke and Andresen calculated the differential cross sections of OH (col-
lision energy ∼670 cm−1) while considering the scattering partner H2 in its rotational
ground state [98].
This chapter extends the study described in the previous chapter where we used ve-
locity map imaging to measure the speed and the angular distribution of OH scattered by
Ar and He. Here we present the differential cross sections of OH scattered by normal-
and para- H2 at collision energies of 593 and 410 cm−1. A detailed study of the collision
process
OH(X2Π,1.5 f F1)+H2(J = 0,1or2)→ OH(X2Π,1.5eF1,2.5eF1and0.5eF2)
+H2(J→ J′′(= J)) (4.1)
is presented. Rotational quantum states of OH are indicated by the J F1/F2 e/f notation
(see Section 2.1.2 for more details). The rotational quantum states of hydrogen before
collision are indicated by unprimed J values, and the double prime symbol indicates their
final states after collision.
Figure 4.1 shows the rotational energy levels of OH (X2Π, v=0) which are labeled
with J and Ω = |Λ+Σ|. Due to spin orbit coupling, there are two ladders of rotational
states corresponding to Ω = 1/2 and Ω = 3/2. For each ladder of energy levels, the
rotational number J starts with the value of Ω and increases by unit per step. Each of
the rotational states is further split (lambda doublet splitting) by a small energy (of the
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Figure 4.1: Rotational energy levels for the electronic and vibrational ground state of OH.
The energy states are labeled by total angular momentum J, parity p and Λ doublet symmetry
e (ε = -1) or f (ε = 1). J has the values: N + 1/2 for F1, Ω = 3/2, and N - 1/2 for F2, Ω =
1/2, where N is given by R + |Λ|. The energy difference between the Λ doublet components
is exaggerated for clarity. The hexapole selected state of OH is shown by the red line. The
rotational states of OH probed in this experiment are shown by dotted lines.
order of 0.1-1 cm−1) into two states designated by f and e. OH is initially produced in
the J=3/2, Ω=3/2, f state (red line). The excited states of OH probed in this study are
indicated by dashed lines.
4.2 Experimental
The experimental setup used for this experiment is the same as described in the previous
chapter. An electrical discharge in water produced OH passes through a hexapole state
filter selecting OH in the J=3/2, Ω=3/2, f state, which collides with the H2 beam, pro-
duced by a pulsed valve (General valve). The discharge method that produces OH in a
molecular expansion of H2O and its subsequent hexapole state selection is explained in
Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.2: Cross beam experimental setup.
In our experiment, 90% pure para-H2 is produced in a specially designed ortho-para
conversion setup (Figure 2.9 in Section 2.2.4). Iron oxide is used as a catalyst at a tem-
perature near that of liquid He for the conversion of ortho-to-para H2. The result of the
nuclear spin modification which gives rise to ortho-para variation of H2 has influence on
the occupation of the rotational energy levels of the molecule. Energy levels of H2 with
even rotational quantum numbers (J= 0, 2, 4...) can be occupied only by para molecules
while the energy levels with odd rotational quantum numbers (J= 1, 3, 5...) on the other
hand, can be occupied only by ortho molecules. We measured the ratio of the intensi-
ties from the REMPI spectrum of H2 corresponding to even and odd J, to determine the
percentage of para-H2 in the gas sample. Due to the large separation between rotatio-
nal states, it is difficult to cool H2 during supersonic expansion in the molecular beam.
Rotational cooling and characterization of the H2 rotational temperature are achieved by
using a modified liquid nitrogen cooled pulsed valve (General valve) with externally ad-
justable poppet. More details about ortho-to-para conversion and rotational cooling of
H2 are explained in Section 2.2.4 of chapter 2.
Inelastically scattered OH molecules are REMPI detected (see Section 2.1.3 of Chap-
ter 2) using ∼244 nm light. This radiation is produced by frequency doubling 488 nm
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light obtained from a Dye laser (Lambda Physik ScanMate) using Coumarin dye. We
use 355 nm light (200 mJ per pulse) from a ND:Yag laser (Continuum Powerlite 9010)
to pump the dye laser. We used a typical laser power of around 2 mJ per pulse at 244
nm, measured in front of the entrance window in the crossed beam experimental setup.
The ionized OH molecules are recorded by the velocity map imaging as described in the
previous chapter.
4.3 Results
The rotational state population distributions of H2 at a nozzle temperature of 320 and 200
K measured by using (2+1) Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionization (REMPI) of
H2 [49] (Figure 2.10) are listed in Table 5.1. A spectral fit using the Pgopher program
gives an estimate of the rotational cooling of H2 attained by changing the nozzle tem-
perature of the pulsed valve. The nozzle temperature can be controlled by changing the
flow of N2 gas through the liquid N2 bath. However, we found that it is difficult to keep
the temperature of the nozzle constant during the experiment; we recorded a temperature
fluctuation of ±5 K at a nozzle temperature of 200 K.
Table 4.1: Nozzle and rotational temperatures of H2 molecular beam and the corresponding
measured rotation population distributions
Normal-H2 para-H2 (90(±5)%)
Nozzle temperature 320 K 200 K 320 K 200 K
Temperature of H2 220 K 170 K 220 K 170 K
J=0 17% 20% 61% 73%
J=1 72% 74% 10% 10%
J=2 8% 5% 29% 17%
Higher J 3% 1% <1% <1%
The raw velocity mapped images of OH inelastically scattered by normal- and para-
H2 produced at different nozzle temperature are presented in Figure 4.3. Each of these
images was obtained by accumulating OH+ ions for around 50000 laser shots. The
geometry of the molecular and laser beams are indicated in the figure. It can be seen
that the sharpness of these images is lower in comparison with the images of OH when
scattered by Ar/He (presented in Figure 3.3). This occurs because of the poor expansion
of H2 from the general valve which becomes worse at a nozzle temperature 200 K due to
temperature fluctuations.
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Figure 4.3: Experimental raw images for the inelastic collision of OH (X2Π) with normal-
and para- H2 (nozzle temperature 320 and 200 K). Initially, OH is produced in the J=3/2,
Ω=3/2, f state using hexapole state selection. The final internal states of OH after collision
are indicated in the figure. The collision energy for OH+H2 at H2 nozzle temperature 320
and 200 K is 593 cm−1 and 410 cm−1 respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Differential cross sections for scattering of OH (X2Π, v=0, J=3/2, f) by normal-
H2 (images shown in the 1st row of figure 4.3) at nozzle temperature (H2 valve) 320 K. The
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Figure 4.5: Differential cross sections derived from the ion images shown in figure 4.3 for
scattering of OH (X2Π, v=0, J=3/2, f) with normal-H2 (red line) and para-H2 (black line) at
H2 nozzle temperature 320 K and 200 K. The final internal states of OH are indicated in the
figures. All DCSs are normalized to unity for better comparison. The angular resolution of
the experimental DCS is presented in Table 2.4.
The differential cross sections obtained after applying the density-to-flux transfor-
mation to the experimental raw images of OH scattered by H2 at a nozzle temperature
of 320 K are shown in fig. 4.4. These relatively low rotational energy change tran-
sitions of OH all show forward scattering except for the 2.5 e F1 state, which shows
sideways scattering as well. These differential cross sections are qualitatively similar to
the lambda-doublet degeneracy averaged differential cross sections of OH+H2 system
calculated by Schinke and Andresen [98] (collision energy ∼670 cm−1). However, there
has been further improvement in the OH+H2 potential energy surface [99] and total cross
section calculations [100].
There have been previous studies to quantify the collisions of OH with normal- and
para- H2 [97, 101]. If OH is scattered by non rotating para-H2, the scattering is expected
to be similar to that by an He atom. For astrophysical applications, low temperature rate
constants for ground state para-H2 collisions are likely to be most relevant. From theory,
it is possible to calculate the scattering cross sections for OH scattered by H2 involving
its individual different rotational quantum states. To obtain that body of information
from the experiment and also to compare the J=0 non-rotating H2 scattering with He
collisions, we prepare a cold nearly pure para-H2 beam before it collides with OH. We
did the experiment under two conditions, first by keeping the H2 nozzle temperature at
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320 K while in the second case, the H2 nozzle temperature was cooled to 200 K by
liquid N2 cooling. We plot the differential cross sections (Figure 4.5) derived from the
ion images shown in figure 4.3 for scattering by OH(X2Π, V=0, J=3/2, f) with normal-
H2 (red line) and para-H2 (black line) at a H2 nozzle temperature of 320 K and 200 K.
There are no significant differences in the differential cross sections except that para-H2
seems to cause slightly more sideways scattering, but the deviations are too small to trust
considering the poor signal to noise ratio. Also in the case of 0.5F2e excitation, within
the experimental error, the difference in DCSs due to scattering by normal- and para- H2
is not discernible.
To compare the effect of the rotational population distribution of H2 on the scatter-
ing differential cross sections of OH, we plotted the DCSs of OH scattered by H2 at a
nozzle temperature 320 K and 200 K together (Figure 4.6). We find no variation in the
angular distribution of OH scattered by H2 irrespective of its rotational population before
the collision. However, not only the population distribution is different at the two nozzle
temperatures, but also the collision energy: 593 cm−1 and 410 cm−1 for H2 nozzle tem-
perature 320 and 200 K respectively. The decrease in collision energy is due to the lower
velocity of H2, a direct consequence of keeping the valve nozzle temperature at 200 K to
decrease the rotational population of H2.
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Figure 4.6: Differential cross sections for scattering of OH (X2Π, V=0, J=3/2, f) by H2 at
different nozzle temperatures 320 K (black line) and 200 K (red line), plotted together. DCSs
of the OH+He system (Figure 3.4) are plotted in blue lines.
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4.4 Conclusion and discussions
Relatively low rotational energy changing transitions of OH observed in our experiment
show forward scattering, except for the 2.5 e F1 state which shows sideways scattering
as well. The DCS of the 2.5 e F1 state shows more sideways scattering when scattered
by para-H2 and this behavior is more prominent at 200 K nozzle temperature of H2
where 60% of the population in J=0 state (see table 5.1). For the 0.5 e F1 state, there
is negligible variation in the angular distribution of OH scattered by H2 whether using
normal or almost pure para-H2, irrespective of the rotational population of H2 before
collision. OH scattering by para-H2 at nozzle temperature 200 K qualitatively produces
DCSs similar to those we observed for the OH+He system (Figure 3.4). Theoretically,
the collision of OH with H2 (J=0) is expected to give similar DCSs as OH+He. The
observed deviation in our experimental DCSs is expected to be due to the around 27%
H2 population in higher J states even after cooling the valve nozzle to 200 K.
By bringing OH into the scope of the VMI technique, and combined with rotational
cooling of para-H2, it is now possible to measure DCSs for OH+H2 scattering and to
compare them with DCSs of He. The DCSs are qualitatively similar. We anticipate that
these tests can be made more exacting in the future by expanding the range of collision
energies, and the number of product states detected. We hope that this data will act
as a stimulus to further theoretical and complementary experimental investigations of
OH+H2, which serve as important ’benchmarks’ of intermolecular interactions in open-
shell systems.
In our lab, work is already in progress to make this kind of tests more robust by de-
tecting more collision product states using a possibly more efficient 1+1 REMPI process
of OH [102] that allows a larger ionization volume. Further, far more elegant experi-
ments are possible by detecting product states in the range of quite low collision energies
by using Stark decelerator [103] to select and tune the velocity of OH.

Chapter 5
Rotationally inelastic scattering of
HDO by H2: Comparison of
differential and relative integral
cross sections from experiment and
theory
We present state-to-state differential cross sections (DCSs) for rotationally inelastic
scattering of HDO by normal- and para- H2 at collision energies 580 and 440 cm−1.
(2+1) Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI) is used to detect rota-
tionally cold HDO molecules before collision and as scattering products, which occupy
higher rotational states due to collision with H2. Relative integral cross sections are
obtained by integrating the DCSs of HDO measured at the same experimental con-
ditions. Experimental and theoretical DCSs of HDO scattered by normal- and para-
H2 are in good agreement in 30-180 degree range of scattering angles. This partial
agreement shows the accuracy of the recently tested potential of H2O–H2, but now
by using a completely different set of rotational transitions that are (unlike in H2O),
not forbidden by nuclear spin restrictions. The agreement between experiment and
theory is, however, less good for forward scattering of HDO. A critical analysis of this
discrepancy is presented.
Adapted from: G. Sarma, Chung-Hsin Yang, A. K. Saha, D. H. Parker and and Laurent Wiesenfeld
Submitted to Journal of Chemical Physics, 2012
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5.1 Introduction
Water is one of the most important molecules discovered in the interstellar medium. It is
highly abundant and excellent coolant [104, 105] in dense molecular clouds and the rate
of cooling strongly depends on its excitation rates. Microwave transitions due to rota-
tional (de-)excitation of water from molecular clouds were first detected in 1969 and the
rotational transitions responsible are well known [16]. Deuterated water is also widely
observed in the interstellar space [20, 21, 24]. In the observation of interstellar water
by ground-based observatories, detection of HDO has an advantage over H2O detection
because of H2O absorption in Earth’s atmosphere. Microwave emission from HDO is
less absorbed in the terrestrial atmosphere and even weak signal from this molecule can
be detected from a ground-based telescope. Therefore, the detection of HDO has become
the best ground based probe for the water present in the interstellar medium [20, 21, 24].
Detection of HDO in order to measure D/H ratio has found many applications, as its
spatial variation gives an indication of deuterium substitution chemical reactions in the
interstellar molecules [106]. Since deuterium fractionation generally takes place at low
temperatures, the higher ratio of HDO/H2O indicates the formation of water under cold
conditions. As part of its main objective, the HIFI instrument on board recently launched
Herschel observatory has successfully estimated HDO abundance in SgrB2(M), which is
one of the most massive star-formation sites in our Galaxy [107].
Emission occurs due to rotational population inversion of water molecules, which
arises from radiative [108] or collisional [109] excitations with highly abundant species
like H2 or He. Not too surprisingly, this process of collisional excitation means that astro-
nomical models rely heavily on collision cross section information, which can be derived
from quantum scattering calculations. These scattering calculations strongly depend on
the accuracy of the potential energy surface for the interactions between molecules. Our
experimental studies on the scattering of astrophysically relevant molecules provide a
critical check of the potential energy surface and hence increase the confidence in cross
section calculations. We measure the differential cross section (DCS), which is by far
considered to be the best probe of the accuracy of the potential energy surface. In order
to test the quality of potential energy surfaces (PES)s for H2O-H2 and H2O-He, we have
recently reported rotationally resolved state-to-state differential cross sections for H2O
collisions with H2 and He using a crossed beam machine combined with velocity map
imaging (VMI) [31] detection. Experimental DCS results were in good agreement with
those derived from theory [33].
HDO, the molecule we report here, differs from H2O merely by a neutron mass; how-
ever, it is essentially a different molecule from symmetry and structure points of view.
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H2O is a symmetric rotor; while HDO is an asymmetric rotor, which makes the moments
of inertia of HDO quite different from H2O. The ortho-para spin nature of H2O does not
exist in HDO and, therefore, the ortho-para forbidden rotational transitions in the elec-
tronic and vibrational ground states of H2O are allowed in HDO. Theoretically, isotopic
effects are generally introduced through the reduced mass effect on the nuclear motion
using the same potential energy surface for all isotopologues. In addition, calculations
must consider the possible changes in the electronic distribution due to isotopic effects
that gives rise to a small dipole moment, such as the dipole moment pointing from D to
H in HDO.
5.2 Rotational energy levels and collisional processes
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Figure 5.1: The rotational energy levels of HDO at its electronic and vibrational ground
state, plotted with quantum number Kc on the x-axis. Excited states of HDO probed in this
study are indicated by dashed lines.
Figure 5.1 shows the rotational energy levels of HDO at its electronic and vibrational
ground state. Rotational states of HDO are denoted by JKaKc notation, where J is the total
angular momentum of the molecule, and the quantum numbers Ka and Kc are the values
for the projection of J on the a and c rotation axis. The excited states of HDO probed in
this study are indicated by dashed lines.
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We present differential cross sections for HDO scattered by H2 obtained from cross
beam experiments equipped with velocity map imaging detection. Our choice of H2 as a
collision partner in this experiment is mainly due to its highest cosmological abundance.
Experimental support for theory is also crucial as the scattering calculations are more
challenging for H2 as a collision partner in comparison with He, the next astrophysi-
cally abundant species, and highly studied scattering partner of water [32, 110, 111].
Non-rotating (J=0) H2 collisions are analogous to He collisions. To extract collision in-
formation that depends on the rotational energy of H2, we need to separate the ortho-para
spin isomers of H2, which imposes some complexity in the experiments. We character-
ize here the preparation of pure para-H2, rotational cooling, and the characterization of
the rotational population of H2. Observations are made under the same experimental
conditions to compare the differential and relative integral cross sections of HDO when
scattered by normal- and para- H2. For molecular hydrogen, nuclear spin has influence
on the rotational angular momentum. Ortho-H2 has rotational states with odd quantum
numbers, while the para-H2 has even rotational states. Para-H2 (J=0, 2 ...) is prepared
mainly in the J=0 state before it collides with HDO, while for normal-H2 (75 % ortho:
J=1, 3 ...), the nascent beam population will be mainly in J=1. We present detailed studies
of the following collision processes:
HDO(JKaKc = 000)+H2(J2 = 0,2 or 1)→ HDO(J′′K′′a K′′c )+H2(J
′′ = 0,2 or 1) (5.1)
Rotational quantum states of HDO and hydrogen before collisions are indicated by un-
primed J values and the double prime symbol (J′′Ka′′Kc′′orJ
′′) indicates their final states
after collision. The collision energy ranges from 440 cm−1 ≤ Ecoll. ≤ 584 cm−1. As no
atom exchange is possible at this collisional energy range, the ortho and para character of
the projectile (H2) are strictly conserved. Hence, measuring DCSs of HDO scattered by
normal-H2 and pure para-H2 (95%) separately, we can identify the influence of different
rotational states of H2 on the measured differential cross section.
5.3 Experimental
Experimental conditions are same as described in our previous chapters. We will briefly
describe them here along with the details of minor modifications adopted for this exper-
iment. HDO is prepared by mixing equal amounts of H2O with D2O. Rapid conversion
takes place to convert 50% of the mixture to HDO and the remaining 25% each will exist
as H2O and D2O. One bar of Ar is bubbled through the mixture of H2O and D2O and
carries 2.5% of it along to form a molecular beam. We use a Jordan valve for the HDO
beam and a Jordan valve or a liquid nitrogen cooled General valve is used for H2 beam.
Both molecular beams pass through skimmers of aperture diameter 3 mm, positioned 3
cm away from the valve nozzle. HDO and pure H2 beams cross each other at a fixed
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angle of 90 degrees as shown in Figure 5.2. HDO molecules, after collision with H2,
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the cross beam VMI setup showing two molecular beams crossing
at the center of the imaging ion optics. The ion optics consists of three electrodes. The HDO
beam is collimated by a skimmer and crossed by a second skimmed beam of pure normal-
or para-H2. The temperature of the secondary beam nozzle is kept at 200 or 320 K. The
HDO molecule is ionized by radiation at a wavelength around 248 nm regions using a pulsed
tunable dye laser beam that is frequency-doubled in a BBO crystal and focused at the center
of ion optics by a 20 cm lens. The electric field vector of the linear polarized laser beam lies
perpendicular to the collision plane. The nascent HDO+ image is mass-selected by time-of-
flight and projected onto a two dimensional (2D) imaging detector, then recorded by a CCD
camera.
are ionized using a pulsed dye laser with a wavelength around 248 nm. We use (2+1)
enhanced multi photon ionization of HDO, where two photons resonantly excite HDO
molecules to the C1B1 (v=0) state, and the third photon will ionize the molecule [34].
Radiation around 248 nm is produced by a dye laser system (Lambda Physik ScanMate)
using coumarin dye, pumped by 355 nm output from a ND:Yag laser (Continuum Pow-
erlite 9010). Radiation at the dye fundamental wavelength was frequency doubled using
a BBO crystal to produce 248 nm light. In this work, the laser system is operated at 10
Hz repetition rate with pulse energies of 3-4 mJ. A spherical lens of 20 cm focal length
is used to focus the ionization laser within the VMI lens, where the two molecular beams
cross each other. The laser beam crosses the molecular beams at an angle of 45 degrees
with the HDO beam. We used VMI to detect REMPI-ionized HDO+ ions. A potential
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difference applied to the ion optics plates of the VMI setup projects the evolving Newton
sphere of HDO ions to a two-dimensional micro-channel plate detector. The complete
detector assembly consists of two micro-channel plates, a phosphor screen and a CCD
camera (Pixel fly). The ion signal from the phosphor screen is recorded by the CCD
camera and processed in a computer using Davis software. During the experiment, the
MCP is turned on only for a short duration using a voltage pulse of length 90 ns, which
allows us to separate HDO mass by its time-of-flight from other species present in the
molecular beam that can be ionized by the same laser wavelength.
In our experiment 90% pure para-H2 is produced in a specially designed ortho-para
conversion setup (Figure 2.9 in Section 2.2.4). Iron oxide is used as a catalyst at a tem-
perature near liquid He for the conversion of ortho-to-para H2. We measured the ratio
of the intensities from the REMPI spectrum of H2 corresponding to even and odd J, to
determine the percentage of para-H2 in the gas sample. More details about ortho-to-para
conversion of H2 is explained in Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 2.
To measure the state-to-state differential cross sections, it’s important to produce
rotationally cold molecules in the beam. The supersonic expansion of the molecular
beam produces HDO in its lower two rotational levels 000 (95%) and 101 (5%) in the
electronic and vibrational ground state of the molecule. However, it’s not possible to
rotationally cool H2 in our supersonic expansion due to its large separation of rotational
states (rotational constant = 60.853 cm−1). Therefore, we used a modified General valve
with a cold N2 gas flow cooling system to cool the valve nozzle. A continuous flow of
nitrogen gas through a copper tube that passes through a liquid nitrogen bath decreases
the temperature of the valve nozzle. During the experiment, this nozzle temperature was
kept at 200 K, which decreases the rotational population of H2 via repetitive collisions
with the nozzle wall. Nozzle and rotational temperatures of the H2 molecular beam and
the corresponding measured rotation populations are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Nozzle and rotational temperatures of the H2 molecular beam and the correspond-
ing measured rotation populations
Normal-H2 para-H2(90(±5)%)
Nozzle temperature 320 K 200 K 320 K 200 K
Temperature of H2 220 K 170 K 220 K 170 K
J=0 17% 20% 61% 73%
J=1 72% 74% 10% 10%
J=2 8% 5% 29% 17%
Higher J 3% 1% <1% <1%
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4. Results: 
4.1.  State to state differential cross sections of HDO 
Figure 4 shows a sketch of velocity vectors along the collision with a typical velocity mapped image 
of HDO scattered by normal H2. Differential or integral cross section measurements in a crossed 
beam experiment using focused nanosecond pulsed dye laser  means that molecular collisions 
taking place throughout a very large temporal profile of two molecular beams are probed by a short 
time duration laser pulse, in a finite detection volume.  A density to flux transformation is needed to 
extract the differential cross section from the velocity mapped images of scattered molecules. Here 
we use a density to flux transformation procedure described in our previous publication. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 shows a comparison of experimental and calculated differential cross sections of HDO 
scattered by normal and para H2 at collision energy 580 cm-1. The experimental DCSs are extracted 
from the velocity mapped images of inelastically scatted HDO after density to flux transformation. 
The 580 cm-1 collision energy in the experiment is measured when operating the H2 valve at its 
nozzle temperature 320K. To compare, DCSs of HDO from experiment and theory are normalized to 
the scattering signal at 60 degree scattering angle and represented with different colors in the same 
plot. Curves with solid and dotted lines correspond to the DCSs as a result of scattering from normal 
and para H2 respectively.   
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FIG 4: Raw HDO+ image, showing the molecular beam and laser 
geometry in laboratory and center of mass frame. The presented 
HDO+ image is a 2-D projection of the Newton sphere formed by 
HDO collisions with normal H2, for the 000→111 transition.  ‘CM’ 
refers to the position of center of mass. Forward direction of 
scattering is defined by the direction of HDO molecules before 
collision in the center of mass frame.  
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Figure 5.3: Raw HDO+ image, showing the molecular beam and the laser geometry in the
laboratory and center-of-mass f ame. The presented HDO+ image is a 2-D projection of
the Newton sphere formed by HDO collisions with normal-H2, for the 000 → 111 transition.
’CM’ refers to the position of the center of mass vector. Forward direction of scattering is
defined by the direction of HDO molecules before collision in the center of mass frame.
Figure 5.3 shows a sketch of the HDO and H2 velocity vectors in the collision plane for
a typical velocity mapped image of HDO scattered by normal-H2. Differential or inte-
gral cross section measurements in a crossed beam experiment using a focused nanosec-
onds pulse length dye laser im ly that molecular collisions taking place during a very
large temporal profile of two molecular beams are probed by a short time duration laser
pulse, in a finite detection volume (defined by the focal volume of the detection laser). A
density-to-flux transformation is needed to extract the differential cross section from the
velocity mapped images of scattered molecules. Here we use a density-to-flux transfor-
mation procedure described in chapter 2.
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Figure 5.4: Raw experimental images of HDO scattered by H2 (rotational temperature 170
K and 220 K).
Figure 5.4 shows the experimental raw images of HDO scattered by normal- and para-
H2 at two different rotational temperatures. Each velocity mapped image was measured
by accumulating HDO+ ions for around 8000 laser shots. After every 100 laser shots,
the secondary (H2) beam was delayed by 1 ms with respect to the timing of laser in order
to record the hot HDO molecules present in the primary beam. Later on, this primary
beam signal is subtracted to remove the parent beam contribution present in the forward
part of the velocity mapped image.
5.4.1 Differential cross sections for HDO scattered by H2 at nozzle temperature
320 K
Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of experimental and calculated differential cross sections
of HDO scattered by normal- and para- H2 at collision energy 580 cm−1. The experimen-
tal DCSs are extracted from the velocity mapped images of inelastically scattered HDO
after density to flux transformation. The 580 cm−1 collision energy in the experiment is
measured by changing the position of the valve with respect to the center of the ion optics
when operating the H2 valve at its nozzle temperature 320 K. To compare, DCSs of HDO
from experiment and theory are normalized to the scattering signal at 60 degrees scat-
tering angle and represented by different colors in the same plot. Curves with solid and
dotted lines correspond to the DCSs as a result of scattering from normal- and para- H2
respectively. It is seen that the HDO is mainly scattered in the forward direction for all of
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Figure 5.5: Differential cross sections derived from the ion images shown in Figure 5.4 for
scattering of HDO with H2 nozzle temperature at 320 K (rotational temperature 220 K). The
HDO rotational transition is indicated in each panel. DCSs from close-coupling calcula-
tions are plotted along with experimental results for HDO scattered by H2. Theory, red;
experimental, black. Normal-H2, full lines. Para-H2, dashed lines. Both Experimental and
theoretical cross sections are normalized to the same relative intensity for better comparison.
DCSs for para-H2 are divided by 10 for clarity. The angular resolution of the experimental
DCS is presented in Table 2.4.
its rotational transitions observed in this experiment. There is a nominal or no difference
between the DCSs of HDO when scattered by normal- and para- H2, except when it is
excited to the ‘111’ state, for which the DCS as a result of collisions with normal-H2, is
comparatively more forward (see Figure 5.8).
5.4.2 Differential cross sections for HDO scattered by H2 at nozzle temperature
200 K
Another set of differential cross sections for HDO scattered by normal- and para- H2 at
collision energy 440±10 cm−1 are shown Figure 5.6. The decrease in collision energy
is due to the slower velocity of H2, a direct consequence of decreasing the valve nozzle
temperature at 200 K in order to decrease the rotational population of H2. The small
fluctuation (±10 cm−1) in the collision energy at low temperature is due to the varia-
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tion in nozzle temperature during the experiment. The agreement between theory and
experiment is satisfactory for HDO scattered by H2 at nozzle temperature 200 K.
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Figure 5.6: DCS from raw experimental images of HDO scattered by H2 at nozzle temper-
ature 200 K (rotational temperature 170 K). Theory, red; experimental, black. Normal-H2,
full lines. Para-H2, dashed lines. DCSs for para-H2 are divided by 10 for clarity. The HDO
rotational transition is indicated in each panel. The angular resolution of the experimental
DCS is presented in Table 2.4.
5.4.3 Comparison of DCSs for HDO scattered by H2 at nozzle temperature 320 and
200 K
To compare the effect of the rotational population distribution of H2 on the scattering
differential cross sections of HDO, we plotted the DCSs of HDO scattered by H2 at a
nozzle temperature 320 K and 200 K together (Figure 5.7). We find very small variations
in differential cross sections except for the 111 state where the angular distribution of
HDO is more flat when scattered by para-H2. This variation of differential cross sections
comes from the difference in the rotational populations of H2 in the experiment. Para-H2
at the nozzle temperature 200 K has a maximum population at J=0. However, for the
collision with para-H2 itself, a comparatively less variation is observed in the differential
cross sections of HDO for the 220 transition at different nozzle temperatures. This clearly
shows that the scattering of HDO is H2-J dependent and the scattering by H2 (J>0)
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contributes to a maximum in the scattering cross sections of HDO leading to its higher
rotational states.
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Figure 5.7: DCS from raw experimental images of HDO scattered by H2 (H2 nozzle temper-
ature 320 and 200 K).
5.4.4 Comparison of DCSs for HDO scattered by normal- and para- H2
Differential cross sections of HDO are of same nature when scattered by normal- and
para- H2 (Figure 5.8) except for the 111 state where the angular distribution of HDO is
more flat when scattered by para-H2 at a H2 nozzle temperature 200 K. As stated above,
this variation of differential cross sections between normal- and para- H2 comes from the
difference in the rotational populations of H2 in the experiment.
5.4.5 State-to-state relative integral cross sections
Integral cross sections of HDO scattered by normal-H2 are presented in Figure 5.9. The
experimental total cross sections are extracted from the HDO ion images by integrating
the scattering signal at all scattering angles. To apply the density-to-flux transformation,
the relative cross sections are weighted by the intensity of the corresponding ’imsim’
simulated image that contains the excess intensity due to slow molecules preferentially
ionized in the lab frame (as explained in the density-to-flux transformation section). Af-
terwards, the total intensities of the experimental images of HDO at measured rotational
states are weighted according to the line strengths of their corresponding REMPI tran-
sition. The error bars in the graph present the uncertainties in the repeatability of the
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Figure 5.8: DCSs from raw experimental images of HDO scattered by normal- and para-
H2.
measurements. Absolute values of the DCS and ICS cannot be measured in our experi-
ment because the density of molecules in the molecular beam is unknown. Hence, total
cross sections from both experiment and theory are normalized to the 000→ 111 transi-
tion. The bars representing the relative total cross sections from experiment and theory
are presented with different colors and plotted together for comparison. The measured
cross sections within the experimental uncertainties agree quite well with the calculated
cross sections. These measured and calculated integral cross sections show propensity
for collisions similar to H2O–Ar system [112]. There is a dynamical preference for in-
tramolecular alignment of the inelastically scattered rotational angular momentum. If
excitation happens to the multiple final states for the same total J, the largest cross sec-
tions for HDO are observed for (a) J ≈ ∆Ka, ∆Kc ≈ 0 (a axis rotation) or (b) J ≈ ∆Kc,
∆Ka ≈ 0 (c axis rotation).
5.4.6 Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
There are larger uncertainties in the forward part of the DCS from experiment due to fi-
nal states present in the parent beam (HDO, before collision), which results in problems
with background subtraction. Figure 5.10 shows the scattering angles (0-30 degrees)
that can be affected by HDO beam background subtraction. To verify whether this is
the reason behind the poor agreement between the DCSs from theory and experiment at
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Figure 5.9: Relative integral cross sections obtained from experiment and quantum mechan-
ical calculations for collisions of HDO with normal-H2 (320 K nozzle). The experimental
relative cross sections are normalized to the calculated cross sections at the 111 state. The
experimental uncertainty is ∼ 15%.
lower scattering angles, we compared DCSs from experiment without HDO beam back-
ground subtraction with the DCSs from the calculation. Still, the DCSs from calculations
overestimate the cross sections in the forward scattering direction. Once we rule out the
background subtraction problem, the next possible error may come from our use of "event
counting" (a program that records the ion events seen by the camera) which may under-
count the ion events if too many ions are projected to the detector in a small area per laser
shot. Therefore, we recorded the images with the "sequence summing" method, which
avoids the undercounting problem and compared it with the results obtained from the
event counting. No significant difference in the DCSs of HDO is observed irrespective
of the two methods used in recording the images. The third possible error may come
from the accuracy of determining the rotational population of H2 in the beam. Calcula-
tion shows that the DCS of HDO scattered by H2 is dependent on the rotational state of
H2. However, we estimate an uncertainty of only 5% in the rotational temperature of H2.
Another problem in our experiment may arise from the velocity distribution and angular
spread that causes a spread in the center of mass and relative velocity vectors, which,
consequently, lower the angular resolution of the image (see Section 2.5 of Chapter 2).
The green curve in Figure 5.10 is obtained by simulating the theoretical DCS using ex-
perimental apparatus function, and hence gives an estimate of the blurring due to velocity
and angular spread in the molecular beams. After analyzing all possible uncertainties in
the experiment, we found that the poor angular resolution of experiments in the forward
direction can significantly contribute to the observed discrepancy in the DCS from theory
and experiment.
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Figure 5.10: Differential cross sections obtained from experiment and theory for collisions of
HDO (000-111 transition) with normal-H2 (320 K nozzle). The red and black curves represent
the differential cross sections of HDO (111 state) with and without HDO parent beam (111
state population before collision) subtraction. The blue curve represents the DCS from theory.
The green curve is obtained by simulating the theoretical DCS using experimental apparatus
function, and hence gives an estimate of the blurring due to velocity and angular spread in
the molecular beams. The angular resolution of the experimental DCSs is listed in Table 2.4.
We have presented state-to-state differential cross sections (DCSs) for rotationally in-
elastic scattering of HDO by normal- and para-H2 at collision energies 580 and 440 cm−1.
Relative integral cross sections of HDO scattered by normal-H2 at collision energy 580 cm−1
are obtained by integrating the DCSs for different final states measured while keeping
the experimental conditions same during measurements. Both the DCSs and integral
cross sections from the experiment were compared with calculated cross sections. We
found a good agreement between experimental and theoretical DCSs of HDO scattered
by normal- and para- H2 accept at forward scattering directions (0 to 30 degrees) where
theory overestimates the cross sections for all the transitions measured in our experiment.
Also, we found a very decent agreement between theory and experiment for integral cross
sections of HDO scattered by normal-H2 (320 K nozzle). This reasonable agreement of
DCSs and ICSs once again confirms the accuracy of already tested potential for H2O-H2,
by using a completely different set of rotational transitions that are unlike in H2O, not nu-
clear spin isomer forbidden. The disagreement of the DCS from theory and experiment
in the very forward direction that we also found for H2O+H2 scattering system repeats
here. We used the same potential energy surface to compute the cross sections for both
isotopic variants of water-hydrogen scattering system and our repeated measurements
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using different rotational transitions lead to the same conclusion. This discrepancy in
the forward scattering must be understood by both a critical view on the intensity-to-flux
conversion and the angular resolution estimation of the experiment and probably also by
a proper revaluation of the long range PES between water and hydrogen.

Chapter 6
Collision Energy dependence of
State-to-State Differential and
Relative Integral Cross Sections for
Rotationally Inelastic Scattering of
H2O by He
The inelastic scattering of H2O by He as a function of collision energy in the range
400 to 650 cm−1 at energy intervals of ∼50 cm−1 has been investigated in a crossed
beam experiment using velocity map imaging detection. The change in collision en-
ergy was achieved by varying the crossing angle between the H2O and He beams.
We measured the state-to-state differential and relative integral cross sections of scat-
tered H2O products for the final rotational states JKaKc = 110, 111 and 212. Rotational
excitation of H2O was probed by (2+1) resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization
(REMPI) spectroscopy. Differential cross section measurements over a wide range
of collision energies allow us to probe the H2O-He potential energy surface with a
greater detail.
Gautam Sarma
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6.1 Introduction
Water, the essential ingredient to the very existence of life, is prevalent in space and
plays a vital role in star formation [113]. Emission due to rotational transitions permits
its identification in dense interstellar clouds [16]. Its rotational population in molecular
clouds is greatly influenced by collisions with H2 and He, which are highly abundant
in those environments. Therefore, the reliable modeling of H2O in interstellar space
depends on the accuracy of its potential energy surface for interaction with H2 or He.
The quest to understand the collisional excitation of interstellar H2O [114] has in-
spired several studies on the collision of H2O with He [115–118]. Potential energy pa-
rameters have been estimated for elastic scattering of H2O with He and several scattering
partners in a molecular beam experiment [115]. Another similar experiment examines
the Van der Waals potentials for interactions of H2O with He and reveals them to be less
anisotropic than expected in the attractive and even in the repulsive part of the poten-
tial [116].There have been previous cross beam studies to probe the Ar-H2O potential
energy surface [112], which might closely resemble the He-H2O surface. But, due to the
small radius and less polarizable nature of He, the He-H2O surface is a better probe of
the molecular force fields of H2O, particularly the repulsive part of the force fields.
State-of-art inelastic scattering studies of H2O with He have been performed recently
[75, 119] with single initial and variable final rotational state selective detection of H2O.
The state-specific information derived from this experiment in the form of differential
cross section reveals important details of the potential energy surface governing the col-
lisional interaction. In these previous studies, a significant change towards backward
scattering in the product angular distribution in going from lower to higher final rota-
tional states indeed confirmed the importance of hard collisions through the anisotropic
repulsive part of the potential energy surface. Here, we present an extension of the study
with increased and variable collision energy that allows us to probe a broader range of
the potential energy surface.
6.2 Rotational energy levels of H2O
Figure 6.1 shows the rotational energy levels of H2O in its electronic and vibrational
ground state. The rotational states of H2O are denoted by JKaKc notation, where J is the
total angular momentum of the molecule, and the quantum numbers Ka and Kc are the
values for the projection of J on the a and c rotation axis. As there are two identical H
atoms in H2O, it has two nuclear spin states: ortho (Ka+Kc = odd) and para (Ka+Kc =
even). Ortho and para nuclear spin modifications of H2O exist in a 3:1 ratio at room tem-
perature and rotational level transitions from ortho to para are forbidden for our collision
conditions [120]. The excited states of H2O probed in this study are indicated by dashed
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Figure 6.1: The rotational energy levels of H2O in its electronic and vibrational ground state,
plotted with quantum number Ka on the x-axis. Excited states of H2O probed in this study
are indicated by dashed lines.
lines in Figure 6.1.
6.3 Experimental
Figure 6.2 shows a schematic diagram of the crossed beam experimental setup. It con-
sists of two differentially pumped beam sources and a velocity map imaging setup inside
a vacuum chamber. A commercially available Jordan pulsed valve is used for the pri-
mary (H2O) and a General valve is used for the secondary (He) beam. Both valves have
a nozzle diameter of 0.5 mm and are operated at 10 Hz. The pulse duration of the Jordan
valve is around 100 µs, while the pulse duration of the General valve is ∼300 µs. The
molecular beam of H2O is produced by supersonic expansion of a H2O-Ar mixture. This
mixture is made by flowing 1 bar of pure Ar gas into a H2O bubbler containing dem-
ineralized water at room temperature. The concentration of H2O in the primary beam is
2.5% as determined by the vapor pressure of H2O at room temperature and 1 bar backing
pressure of Ar. Due to adiabatic expansion, H2O in the beam is rotationally cooled to
∼12 K. At this rotational temperature, around 90% of ortho and 97% of para-H2O pop-
ulation is in the lower 101 and 000 states, respectively. Both the primary and secondary
beams are collimated by a skimmer of 2.5 mm diameter positioned 30 mm downstream
from the valve nozzle. The angle between the two molecular beams can be changed by
rotating the primary beam about the center of the ion optics in the plane of collision.
The primary beam can be positioned at any angle from 60 to 180 degrees with respect
to another molecular beam in order to allow measurements to be carried out in a wider
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Figure 6.2: Cross beam experimental setup.
range of collision energies under the same experimental conditions. When we vary the
collision angle between the two molecular beams, the collision energy in the center of
mass frame (Ec) changes according to the following relation
Ec =
1
2
µv2rel (6.1)
and
v2rel = v
2
1 +v
2
2−2v1v2cosθ (6.2)
where v1 and v2 are the two beam velocities in the laboratory frame and θ is the crossing
angle of the two beams. H2O molecules are rotational state selectively ionized by (2+1)
Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI) spectroscopy using ∼248 nm
laser radiation. The ionization radiation is generated from a dye-laser system (Lambda
Physik ScanMate) pumped by the third harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Continuum
Powerlite 9010). Coumarin 307 dye is used in the dye laser to produce tunable laser
light at wavelength around 496 nm. This output is then frequency doubled using a BBO
crystal to produce the required ionization photons at wavelength ∼248 nm. In this work,
the laser is operated at 10 Hz repetition rate, with pulse energies of 3−4 mJ. A spherical
lens of 50 cm focal length is used to focus the ionization laser to within the VMI lens,
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where two molecular beams cross each other.
H2O+ ions are projected to the detector due to electric potentials applied to a set of
electrode plates (ion optics) called the repeller and extractor electrodes (Figure 2.6). The
ion optics are positioned in the center of the collision chamber and mounted in such a
way that the time-of-flight axis is perpendicular to the collision plane. The sphere of
H2O+ ions is crushed onto a position sensitive Micro Channel Plate (MCP) detector.
Mass selectivity in detection is obtained by switching on the MCP by a pulse voltage at
the appropriate moment in the time-of-arrival spectrum. The size of the ion sphere on
the detector is inversely proportional to the square root of the repeller voltage. We used
a rather low repeller plate voltage (1000 V) in order to retain a reasonable image size.
The voltage ratio between the repeller and extractor plate is carefully optimized at the
beginning of the experiment to obtain the best velocity mapping of the H2O+ ions on the
MCP detector.
6.4 Results
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Figure 6.3: Experimental raw images for scattering of H2O with He.
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A series of raw H2O+ images taken for four different crossing angles is shown in
Figure 6.3. These false-color images show more intensity in the forward scattering di-
rection.
Figure 6.4 shows a sketch of the relevant velocity vectors for a typical velocity
mapped image of H2O scattered by He at a collision angle 150 degrees. Differential
or integral cross section measurements in a crossed beam experiment using focused
nanosecond pulsed dye laser require that molecular collisions taking place during a very
large temporal overlap of two molecular beams are probed by a short time duration laser
pulse in a finite detection volume. A density-to-flux transformation is needed to extract
the differential cross section from the velocity mapped images of scattered molecules.
When we change the collision geometry by varying the angle between the two molecular
beams, both the center of mass and the relative velocity change in the lab frame. As a
consequence, the density distribution (enhanced for slow molecules in the lab frame),
in the corresponding image (Figure 6.3) also changes. Therefore, the intensity pattern
shifting to different scattering angles as a function of the energy transfer amount cannot
be extracted from the raw images without a density-to-flux transformation. Section 2.3.3
in the second chapter of this thesis describes the density to flux transformation proce-
dure used to extract the differential cross sections. Differential cross sections of H2O  
  !"#$&"'()*$)+,, Figure 6.4: Sketch of velocity vectors along the collision with a typical velocity mappedimage of H2O scattered by He at a collision angle 150 degrees.
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extracted from the experimental images (Figure 6.3) are shown in Figure 6.5. There is
no significant change observed in the scattering probability when H2O is excited to the
110, 111 or 212 final states. This resemblance in angular distribution found among dif-
ferent excitations of H2O is prevalent at all collision energies. Relative DCSs of H2O
(JKaKc=111) at various energies are plotted together in Figure 6.6. It can be seen that the
angular distribution shifts with increasing collision energy, from almost isotropic to the
very forward directions. The integral cross section of H2O (JKaKc=111) products formed
by scattering from He (Figure 6.7), decreases at higher collision energies.
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Figure 6.5: Differential cross sections derived from the ion images shown in Figure 6.3 for
scattering of H2O with He. The final internal states of H2O are indicated in the figure. For
comparison, the DCSs are normalized, dividing by the dcs value at 40 degrees scattering
angle. The angular resolution of the experimental DCS is presented in Table 2.4.
6.5 Rotational rainbow scattering
If inelastic collisions are dominated by repulsive interactions, it should be possible to
observe rotational rainbows, which are sensitive probes of the potential energy surface
anisotropy. In the simplest case of the scattering of a homonuclear diatomic molecule
from an atom and when neglecting of attractive forces, the interaction potential can be
approximated by a rigid ellipsoid with the two half axes A and B (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.6: Differential cross sections for scattering of H2O by He for 111 final internal state
of H2O at various collision energies.
It is pictorially obvious that the maximum torque transferred to the ellipsoid depends
on the impact point of the approaching atom. This position can be calculated and related
to the effective impact parameter bn, which determines the magnitude of the torque.
This value can in turn be connected to the deflection angle θ and to the final angular
momentum J f [121, 122] in its simplest way by
sin(θ/2) = h¯J f /2Pibn (6.3)
in which Pi is the incident momentum of the colliding atom. The maximum of bn then
leads to the position of the rotational rainbow angle θR. For a pure ellipsoid we get
the simple result that bn(max) = A−B, the difference between the two half axes of the
ellipsoid. This is of course a classical picture which neglects, as was already mentioned,
the attractive part of the potential. The influence of the attractive part on the position of
the rotational rainbow has been derived in model calculations [123]. In this discussion,
we consider a simple homonuclear diatomic molecule ellipsoid to describe the concept
of rotational rainbows. For asymmetric top collisions of the H2O-He system, this model
needs to be extended using separate ellipsoids for each rotation axis [119, 124].
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Figure 6.7: Relative Integral cross sections of H2O scattered by He for 111 final internal
state of H2O at collision energies 400-700 cm−1.
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Figure 6.8: Two dimensional homonuclear diatomic molecule-atom collision geometry. The
definition of collision parameters is adapted from Ref. [121]. A and B represent the two
semi-axis of the ellipsoid. Pi and P f are incident and final momentum of the colliding atom.
The nˆ axis points perpendicular to the ellipsoid hard shell surface. b is impact parameter and
θ represents the deflection angle. The effective impact parameter, bn is the shortest distance
between the center of mass of the ellipsoid and the nˆ axis.
From equation 6.3, for scattering into a low J f state, the rotational rainbow peak
is expected at relatively low scattering angles [119]. As the rainbow angle is inversely
proportional to Pi, the energy dependence would cause a decrease in the position of
the rainbow angle with an increase of collision energy. From our experiment, as we
observed above in Figure 6.5, the differential cross sections peak at smaller scattering
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angles with an increase in collision energy. This shows that the classical approximation
of rotational rainbows can predict our H2O+He collision results in the given range of
collision energies.
From equation 6.3, the rotational rainbow angle decreases with the square root of
energy, but at the same time, it is also a function of bn (max), which varies with collision
energy. At higher collision energies, the anisotropy due to the difference of two half axis
(A-B) decreases [124]. There is another anisotropy due to the shift between the center of
mass and center of symmetry of H2O, which also decreases with the increase of collision
energy [124]. Therefore, the rotational rainbow angle positions will be determined as a
result of competition between bn (max) value and collision energy.
For a given total angular momentum J of H2O, the three values of Ka≈J (e.g. 110),
Ka≈Kc (e.g. 111) and Kc≈J (e.g. 212) correspond to the rotation around the a, b and c
axis, respectively. Rotation around the c axis should have smaller rainbow angles due
to the larger anisotropy [124]. However, we do not see any difference in the DCSs with
respect to rotation around a, b or c axis. This could mean that the measured DCSs are
not influenced by the change in anisotropy corresponding to rotation around a different
principle axis of H2O, at given collision energies, and the position of the rainbow angle
is mainly governed by the collision energy.
6.6 Conclusion and discussion
At high collision energies, a typical approximation is that the nuclei of two colliding par-
ticles approach closely and scattering is controlled by the repulsive part of the potential.
But the very forward scattering behavior of H2O+He, DCS at our collision energies is
usually a signature of scattering due to large impact parameter interactions. If we look
at the integral cross sections as a function of collision energies, the overall probability of
scattering to the lower quantum states probed here decreases with the increase of colli-
sion energy. An increased contribution by large impact parameter collisions should have
increased the overall probability of scattering. Therefore, a reasonable way to explain
the forward nature of H2O+He DCSs is by a shift in the rotational rainbow angle as a
function of collision energy.
The differential and integral cross sections results also imply that with an increase
in collision energy, the probability of molecules scattered in the backward direction de-
creases. Let us assume that the scattering happens due to the repulsive part of the poten-
tial with a large contribution from short impact parameter interactions. If we refer to the
general behavior of DCS at low collision energies from previous experiment [75, 119],
we found that the DCSs are almost isotropic for comparatively low rotational excitation
of H2O. Higher rotational excitation appears to come from collisions of a head-on nature
leading to backward scattering. With the increase of the inertia of rotation, larger mo-
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mentum transfer is necessary, resulting in more flux in the backward direction. In this
study at higher collision energies, for low rotational excitation of H2O, backward scat-
tered products are found to be depleted. It seems that at higher collision energies, those
collisions of head-on nature that usually give backward scattered products prefer higher
rotational excitations and decrease the backward scattered product for low rotational ex-
citations measured here. Therefore, the integral cross section decreases at higher colli-
sion energies. Similar conclusions have been derived previously for reactive scattering
differential cross sections where an increase in collision energy changes the scattering
angle distribution of a specific J state, mainly indirectly by its effect on the rotational
distribution [125].
We can further investigate this behavior by measuring the higher rotationally excited
product DCS and looking at how the total cross section changes with collision energy
for higher excitation of H2O. These observations show that the correlation between the
amount of rotational energy transfer, and the collision energy of the system might be
reflected in the DCS of a measured rotational excitation. Measurement of scattered prod-
ucts in a wider range of final rotational states will be necessary to disentangle the com-
plete picture. We could not measure the relatively weak signal from the high rotational
states of H2O due to the background problem caused by inadequate pumping (two turbo
pumps of equal pumping speed of 220 lit/sec for He) of the detection chamber. Improve-
ment of the pumping system performance is underway to measure the higher final J states
of H2O with improved signal to noise ratio.

Appendix 1: OH+Xe scattering
There has been considerable experimental and theoretical interest in the inelastic scatter-
ing of OH with rare gas atoms[126–129]. Detailed quantum scattering calculations based
on ab initio potentials have been performed for the OH+Xe system in the past mainly
in order to calculate inelastic total cross sections. Several experimental studies have ver-
ified the quality of the potential energy surface through the measurement of total cross
sections for the OH+Xe collision system. However, a more stringent test of the accu-
racy of a PES is its ability to predict state-to-state differential cross sections[27], which
are sensitive probes of those regions in the interaction potential which govern energy
transfer.
Here, we present a velocity map imaging study of rotational energy transfer in fully
state-selected ground−state OH(J′′) in crossed−beam inelastic scattering with the scat-
tering partner Xe. Experimental state-to-state differential cross sections (DCS) of hexapole
state-selected OH scattered by Xe are presented. For experimental details, please refer
to the second and third chapter of this thesis. Initially, OH is produced in the J=3/2,
Ω=3/2, f state using hexapole state selection. Figure 6.9 shows the velocity mapped raw
images of OH and the extracted angular distribution (DCS) for the inelastic collision of
OH (X2Π) with Xe at a collision energy of ∼490 cm−1. The images show similar trends
as those seen for OH+Ar in that higher final states show increasingly more side to back-
wards scattering. At this moment theoretical prediction of these DCSs is not available,
so only the raw images are described here.
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Figure 6.9: Experimental raw images and corresponding DCSs for the inelastic collision of
OH (X2Π) with Xe. Initially, OH is produced in J=3/2, Ω=3/2, f state using hexapole state
selection. The final internal states of OH after collisions are indicated in the figure. The
collision energy for OH+Xe is 490 cm−1. The angular resolution of the experimental DCS is
presented in Table 2.4.
Appendix 2: HDO+He scattering
HDO is an important interstellar molecule that possesses a number of excitation lines
which have been observed from Earth[19–26]. Due to its astrophysical importance, the
excitation rates for deuterated water, HDO, in collision with He has been theoretically
calculated using coupled-channel molecular scattering calculation[130]. Recently we
have experimentally investigated the quality of the potential energy surface(PES)s of
the H2O−He system through differential cross section measurement[32]. In order to
investigate the variation in the potential energy surface upon isotopic substitution, we
measured the differential cross section of HDO scattered by He.
Here we present velocity map imaging study of rotational energy transfer in HDO
in crossed−beam inelastic scattering with the scattering partner He. Experimental state
to state differential cross sections (DCS) of HDO scattered by He are presented. For
experimental details, please refer to the fourth chapter of this thesis. Initially, after super-
sonic expansion in the molecular beam, HDO is produced in the ground rotational state,
JKaKc=000. Figure 6.10 shows the velocity mapped raw images of HDO for the inelastic
collision of HDO with He at collision energy 434cm−1. Figure 6.11 shows the differen-
tial cross sections extracted from the velocity mapped raw images of HDO (Figure 6.10).
The general trends seen in the raw images and the corresponding density-to-flux cor-
rected DCSs are in good agreement with those for the H2O+He system. At this moment
no theoretical prediction available for the DCSs, so only the data is shown here.
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Figure 6.10: : Experimental raw images of HDO
for the inelastic collision with He. Initially, HDO
is produced in JKaKc=000 state. The final inter-
nal states of HDO after collisions are indicated
in the figure. The collision energy for HDO+He
is 434cm−1.
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Figure 6.11: Experimental differential cross sections of HDO for the inelastic collision with
He. Initially, HDO is produced in JKaKc=000 state. The final internal states of HDO after
collision are indicated in the figure. The collision energy for HDO+He is 434 cm−1. The
angular resolution of the experimental DCS is presented in Table 2.4.
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Summary
This thesis describes experiments on inelastic scattering of astrophysically relevant mo-
lecules: OH, H2O and HDO scattered by He and H2. Special emphasis is given to the
state-to-state differential cross section (DCS) measurements. DCS measurement is con-
sidered to be the best experimental tool to determine the interaction between atoms and
molecules. Side by side comparison of experimental DCS with theory makes the study
more robust and informative. By the application of laser spectroscopy and molecular
beam methods, important experimental data have been obtained to understand the dy-
namics responsible for the rotational energy transfer of OH and isotopes of water in
collision with H2 and He. A short review of the importance of OH and H2O and the
relevant experimental progress to understand the molecular interactions is described in
the first chapter of this thesis. In almost all chapters of this thesis, the importance of
observations on water and hydroxyl radical under astrophysical conditions and previous
state-resolved collision investigations are summarized.
Here, we build on and significantly extend the previous work on the inelastic scat-
tering of OH and H2O with H2 and noble gases under crossed-beam conditions using
velocity map imaging (VMI) technique. (2+1) Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ion-
ization (REMPI) is used to detect rotationally cold OH, H2O and HDO molecules before
collision and as scattering products, which occupy higher rotational states due to colli-
sion with Ar, He or H2. With the help of VMI, it became possible to measure for the first
time the angle and speed information of the OH product in inelastic scattering.
The second chapter in this thesis gives the general description of the crossed beam in-
elastic scattering experiments, and the necessary details required to understand the stud-
ies reported in the subsequent chapters. It includes a brief theoretical background of the
work with special emphasis on the structure of OH along with its spectroscopic details.
Some of the important parameters that helped to improve the experimental conditions are
also discussed there.
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Third chapter describes the inelastic scattering experiment on the rotational state se-
lected OH with Ar and He. For these scattering systems, the product angular distribution
of scattered OH at various final rotational states is presented. In broad terms, the agree-
ment between experiment and theory is quite convincing for OH + Ar. All the measured
and predicted DCSs for OH + Ar are strongly forward, with only a modest enhancement
of the sideways scattering for the more endothermic transitions. The expected shift to the
more backward scattering is predicted to occur at higher j, but only for the levels beyond
those so far examined experimentally. There is slight disagreement between experiment
and theory for OH + He at the higher energy product levels. The predicted DCS for
2.5F1e, in particular, deviated from the observed behavior, peaking in the sideways at
lower angles as opposed to the observed scattering peaking at higher angles. But, these
minor discrepancies are not enough to imply shortcomings in the existing best PESs as a
description of OH + He interactions. Furthermore, note that forward part of experimental
DCSs for OH + He system have a lower angular resolution (10 degrees) in comparison to
OH + Ar (5 degrees). Nevertheless, these results highlight the additional sensitive test of
PESs provided by the DCS measurements enabled by bringing OH within the scope of
the VMI technique. We anticipate that these tests can be made more exact by expanding
in future the range of collision energies, and the number of product states detected. We
hope that they will act as a stimulus to further theoretical and complementary experimen-
tal investigation of OH + He and OH + Ar, which serve as important ’benchmarks’ of
intermolecular interactions in open-shell systems.
A similar experiment on OH scattered by normal- and para- H2 is reported in chapter
4. Relatively low rotational energy change transitions of OH observed in this experiment
are showing forward scattering except one higher state (2.5 e F1) which shows sideways
scattering as well. The OH scattering by para-H2 at nozzle temperature 200 K qualita-
tively represent similar DCSs that we observed for OH+He system (Figure 3.4). Though,
theoretically, the collision of OH with H2 (J=0) is expected to give similar DCSs, the
observed deviation in our experimental DCSs is expected due to around 27% of the H2
population being in the J state even after cooling the valve nozzle to 200 K.
Inelastic scattering DCS measurement of another astrophysically relevant molecule,
HDO scattered by H2 is presented in chapter 5. A very detailed scattering study of H2O
scattered by H2 and He has been recently performed in our group. Though H2O and HDO
molecules differ only by a neutron mass, their rotational structure is completely different
from each other due to loss of ortho para nature in HDO. We presented the state-to-state
DCSs for rotationally inelastic scattering of HDO by normal- and para- H2 at collision
energies 580 and 440 cm−1. Relative integral cross sections (ICSs) of HDO scattered
by normal H2 at collision energies 580 cm−1 are obtained by integrating the DCSs for
different final states measured by keeping the experimental conditions same during mea-
surements. Both DCSs and ICSs from the experiment were compared with calculated
cross sections. We found a good agreement between experimental and theoretical DCSs
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of HDO scattered by normal- and para- H2 accept at forward scattering directions (0 to
30 degrees) where theory overestimates the cross sections for all the transitions measured
in our experiment. Furthermore, we found a very decent agreement between theory and
experiment for ICSs of HDO scattered by normal H2 (320 K nozzle). This reasonable
agreement of DCSs and ICSs once again confirms the accuracy of already tested potential
surface of H2O-H2, by using a completely different set of rotational transitions that are
unlike in H2O, not nuclear spin isomer forbidden. The disagreement of DCS from theory
and experiment in the very forward direction that we found for the H2O + H2 scattering
system also repeats here. A critical analysis shows that the angular blurring of the exper-
imental DCSs due to speed and angular spread of the molecular beams can significantly
contribute to this discrepancy. This discrepancy in the forward scattering must be under-
stood further by both a critical view on the density-to-flux conversion and the angular
resolution estimation of the experiment and probably also by a proper revaluation of the
long range PES between water and hydrogen.
In Chapter 6, we investigate the collision-energy dependence of DCSs for inelastic
scattering of H2O by He. We found that with the increase of the collision energy, the
probability of H2O molecules scattered in the backward direction decreases. So it seems
that at the high collision energy, the total cross section due to more head on like colli-
sion increases the probability of higher rotational excitation and depletes the backward
scattered low rotationally excited molecules.
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